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ABSTRACT
The Lean Design for the Developing World (LDW) method is a novel lean market-based
product design methodology for use in developing world markets. Having a market-based
approach, the LDW is unique among methods created for use in the developing world. Tools
and methods such as appropriate technology, Engineering and Sustainable Community De-
velopment (ESCD), and Human Centered Design (HCD) have been developed to help bring
improvements to the lives of hundreds of millions of people around the world. One thing these
methods have in common is a user-centered approach to design that seeks to obtain context
specific qualitative data from those with who the designs will eventually interact. These
user-centered approaches have seen sustainable success in project level engineering design
challenges. For consumer level products however, a user-centered approach can struggle to
deliver design solutions that are able to be successfully scaled to greater varieties of customer
environments.
A weakness present in existing user-centered design approach is the creation of overly
specific designs that fail to operate as intended in an altered context. In order to address
this paradox, a market-based approach can be leveraged in order to obtain quantitative
data on users. Recent advances in market-centered design from lean startup methodologies
hold promise for the development of new methods that allow effective product design for con-
sumers in the developing world. This paper contributes a method from which consumer-level
products can be designed to effectively supply the under-served markets of the developing
world with innovative and sustainable solutions. Utilizing an iterative method based on three
fundamental hypotheses, the LDW method seeks to provide products that are economically
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Engineering is a profession concerned with applying mathematical, scientific, economic,
social, and practical knowledge to enable the design of machines, devices, and systems that
deliver improvements to humanity. To put it more succinctly, engineers translate ideas
into reality. In the not too distant past mechanical engineers often would focus on the
mathematical and scientific realms of knowledge, and would rarely emphasis economic or
social considerations in designs. Seen as ’soft science’ by many, these two vital banks of
knowledge took a back seat as practical and numeric analysis became ever easier to apply
with the rise of inexpensive computing power. However, as the world continues its march
towards an interconnected global economy engineers are fast being asked to tackle challenges
that can no longer be solved by simply muscling mathematical and scientific knowledge.
Engineers need to concern themselves with the soft sciences as well. Tools in the realms of
economic and social factors must be brought up to par with the tools available in practical,
mathematical, and scientific realms of knowledge. As the 21st century progresses, a more
holistic approach to engineering that considers economic, social, and environmental concerns
will become ever more vital to improving life for humanum genus.
Globalization did not cause global poverty; it did however make the world more aware of
its presence. If engineers are trained in the application of knowledge to improve humanity,
it must be asked why more engineers are not devoting their time, effort, and expertise to
the tasks that could best enhance the lives of the resource poor. In a cruel twist of fate,
those areas that have the most financial ability also have the greatest banks of knowledge of
potential for investment. It is easy to understand how residents of the world’s poorest nations
are not afforded the luxury of paying one person $100,000 USD a year to sit and think in a
corner office. The concerns of the world’s poorest rarely rise above survival. The challenge
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then becomes how to transfer the knowledge and investment from the developed world to
the developing world in a manner that will best deliver improvements to the resource poor,
while also balancing economic considerations.
In recent years, the fields of humanitarian engineering, sustainable engineering, and
design for the developing world have attempted to take on this challenge. Tools and
methods such as appropriate technology, Engineering and Sustainable Community Devel-
opment (ESCD), and Human Centered Design (HCD) have been developed to help bring
improvements to the lives of hundreds of millions of people around the world. One thing
these methods have in common is a user-centered approach to design that seeks to obtain
context-specific qualitative data from those who the designs will eventually serve. These
user-centered approaches have seen success in project-level engineering design challenges.
For consumer level products however, a user-centered approach can struggle to deliver design
solutions that are able to be successfully scaled to greater varieties of customer environments.
A great weakness present in any user-centered design approach is the creation of overly-
specific designs that fail to operate as designed in an altered context. Couple this weakness
with the dynamic and ethnically diverse group that is classified as the developing world and
scaling of design becomes extremely difficult to implement. In order to address this issue,
a market-based approach can be leveraged in order to obtain quantitative data on users.
Additionally, a market-based approach can create the opportunity to effectively implement
advanced engineering design tools to create innovative products that deliver improvements
to the lives of the end user, while minimizing required up-front investment costs.
This research presents a novel market-based method for consumer level product design
in the developing world. The Lean Design for the Developing World (LDW) method lever-
ages mathematical, scientific, economic, social, and practical knowledge in order to provide
a methodology to develop products that can deliver sustainable improvements to users in
the developing world. More specifically, the LDW method is a lean market-centered design
approach for the developing world that seeks to reduce upfront investment cost, create sus-
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tainable market-testable value to customers and businesses, and provide positive impact to
customers and their communities. While there is still work to be done, through the ap-
plication of the method to additional real world case studies, the LDW method provides
the framework, basic tools, and perspectives required for a market-based lean method for
consumer level product design in the developing world. Engineers of the future who combine
technical and analytical knowledge with a broad understanding of soft issues will play a large
part in efforts to reduce global poverty.
3
CHAPTER 2
THE NEED FOR A NOVEL LEAN DESIGN FOR DEVELOPING WORLD METHOD
There are many current methods for product design both in the developed and developing
world. However, there still exists a gap in the research and methods used in practice that
are designed for or used in the developing world. The perspective and motivation for much
of the design work being done in the developing world has come from philanthropic funding
sources [1]. A move toward a more market-based approach is advised to allow for the use of
more effective advanced design tools such as decision based design and systems design [2–5].
An emphasis on iteration and learning during the design process is needed to create products
that effectively serve markets that often have very different cultural contexts than those of the
design team creating the products. A method that allows for the quantitative comparison
of delivered value, growth potential, and net positive impact will allow for optimization
in delivering both value to the company producing products and its investors, as well as
customers and their surrounding communities in the developing world.
2.1 Philanthropic vs. Market Approaches
When investigating methods for the developing world, it is vital to understand how each
method expects to find value and funding. For any design challenge in the developing world,
sustainability in the form of a business that can remain viable is vital to aiding in the creation
of stability in regions burdened with a history of uncertainty. In order to effectively adopt
tools and methods derived from DBD the author of this thesis believes it necessary to use a
market-centered approach [2]. To highlight this point, a paragraph from one of the leading
texts on DBD is provided:
“The strength of enterprise-driven DBD is its realization of the economic notion
that the immediate purpose of the producer of products is not to satisfy just what
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customers want, but to sell the product for a price that will make it worthwhile
to continue production. A product is designed and produced for a market where
buyers and sellers meet, i.e., product design should consider the actual market
mechanism that determines its success or failure in the market place.[2]”
Regarding this point, it is important to note the danger when designing with major
funding being received from philanthropic sources. In such cases, the customer base is no
longer a singular heterogeneous set of customer preferences. When a philanthropic approach
is undertaken, it is the belief of the author of this thesis that the customer in the mind of
an economically rational design team shifts from the end user and creating value for the end
user, and instead becomes focused on the creation of value for the funding party.
The author of this thesis believes that a mixture of philanthropic and market approaches
can be achieved with the assumption that the investing parties are aware that the economic
return will be reduced in exchange for philanthropic good. One can view a hybrid approach
and see it operate effectively as long as the end goal of the design team is still the generation
and maximization of profit while providing value for end users and the philanthropically
motivated customer. It is the opinion of the author of this thesis that the choice between
a market-based and philanthropic based method is a false dichotomy. In truth the market
vs. philanthropic choice is a linear scale as seen in Figure 2.1, that allows for any number of
compromising solutions between the extremes. The key is to assure that the method has a
means from which to quantify and monitor where value is generated, be it from the market
or from direct philanthropic aid.
The need for a novel market-based method becomes far more apparent when a systems-
level approach to product design is adopted. Viewing the design process not as a task
for engineers but as a company-wide process allows for more considerations to be taken into
account by a design team. Through the combination of existing methods many of the inherent
shortfalls present in existing methods can be addressed when focused on product design for
developing world contexts. A market-based, lean, iterative, company integrated approach
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could provide answers for many of the challenges for product design in the developing world.
To better illustrate this point a summary of methods is provided.
Figure 2.1: Linear scale between Market-based and Philanthropic-based solutions.
2.2 A Summary of Methods
As evidenced in the background of this thesis, there exists a great number of design meth-
ods. These methods are all established and affect methods for their target purposes. This
inevitably brings up the question: Why develop a new method? To help in understanding
the need for a novel method, Figure 2.2 shows an overview of three established methods
discussed in the background as well as the novel LDW method.
Figure 2.2 provides many insights that can aid in the understanding of the need for a
novel method. At the top of the figure are the four overarching steps that are present in





The overall strength of HCD lies in its ability to solve very complex and often intractable
challenges. What HCD often lacks, as shown in Figure 2.2, is an established iteration,
support, and learning method present in many other design methods [6].
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of three methods and the Lean Design for the Developing World
method.
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The lean startup method is in many ways the opposite of HCD in its strengths and
weaknesses in the context of product design for the developing world. The lean startup
method has very well-defined and effective iterative tools that enable constant improvement.
By placing a large emphasis on learning and iteration, the lean startup provides great tools
for efficient, inexpensive, lean product development. However, the lean startup method does
not have well-defined design methods for products. Originally developed for tech companies
and software development, the lean startup method lacks many of the metric-driven design
and decision methods present in engineering product design [7].
Product design for industry provides much of what the lean startup method lacks in terms
of design tools. Product design has well-developed tools and methods for implementing ideas
into a physical metric-optimized product [3]. Arguably, what product design currently lacks
in the context of the developing world is an established way to incorporate impacts into the
design process. Product design uses complex market research and customer needs analysis
that has been created and refined for use in a context of the developed world. The methods
for customer needs and market research are often not robust enough in scope to enable
financially viable investigation into developing world markets [2, 3, 5].
Though not directly present on Figure 2.2, systems engineering provides the tools nec-
essary to incorporate management and company vision into the engineering process. The
combination of management and engineering concerns is required to effectively use Lean
Startup methods for product design. To enable this, systems-level perspective as defined
by systems-engineering, and the tools developed for use in system engineering methods are
required. [4].
At the bottom of Figure 2.2 is the novel LDW method developed in this thesis. This
method is created using ideas and tools from all of the areas of research outlined above and
combined in such a way to enable a market-based lean method for the developing world.
This method will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4 to enable its use by startup and design
teams that are looking to create market-based products in a developing world context.
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2.3 A Novel Method
The need for a novel method arises from the combination of current shortcomings among
methods deployed in the developing world. To highlight this need, the following paragraphs
provide the general needs among each design discipline.
2.3.1 Design for the Developing World
In the context of design for the developing world the following advantages are provided
by the LDW method. First, a market-based method that allows for the effective application
of systems engineering and decision based design tools. This is accomplished by the LDW
method through the use of lean startup, engineering product design, systems engineering,
and Decision Based Design (DBD) design methods.
Next, the LDW method enables the effective use of interdisciplinary teams during design
[8–11]. This is enabled by the LDW method through the application of systems engineering
principles. Last, the LDW method provides a defined decision making method of choice for
iteration on design. This is enabled through the LDW’s application of DBD and engineering
product design methods.
2.3.2 Lean Startup
The LDW method modifies techniques designed for software development into tools that
can be used for the development of consumer level hardware products. This is enabled by
the LDW method through the merging on engineering product design methods with Lean
Startup methodologies.
2.3.3 Engineering Product Design
The LDW method incorporates net impact of products on developing world customers.
This is enabled by the LDW method through the addition of a third hypothesis called the
impact hypothesis for use in iterative decision making.
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The LDW method, as defined in Chapter 4, presents a novel lean market-based design
method for use in the developing world. This method takes the tools form three different
research disciplines to provide solutions to many of the shortcomings outlined in this chapter.
By attentively adapting tools from a variety of methods, the LDW method empowers design-
ers to create products that are economically viable, have strong market growth potential,




The LDW method builds on topics from a variety of fields. This section reviews topics
to provide the necessary background for understanding the methodology. The first topic
reviewed is design for the developing world. Design for the developing world includes appro-
priate technology and sustainable community development, HCD, and co-design. Next, the
Lean Start up method is reviewed to provide a background on this relatively new business
field. Last, product design, systems engineering, and decision-based design are reviewed to
provide a background on developed world engineering techniques.
3.1 Design for Developing World
The term “developing” has several definitions in the international development litera-
ture that depend greatly on the context of the end goal and type of development being
examined[12]. Development can refer to social, human, and/or economic development. It is
often difficult to address all aspects of development when categorizing nations[13]. Develop-
ing nations can be described as nations where people live on less than 2 USD per day, which
represents a population with approximately 5 trillion USD in purchasing power parity[12, 14].
The term “design for the developing world” in this paper refers to what Paul Polak calls
the “other 90 percent” [15]. In his book, Out of Poverty, Polak states that 90 percent of the
designers in the world spend their time working on solutions to problems for the wealthiest 10
percent of the world’s customers. Therefore, design for developing world refers to the targeted
development of products for developing world consumers who are traditionally ignored by
the majority of the world’s designers [15].
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3.1.1 Appropriate Technology and Sustainable Community Development
With a history dating back to the 1950s, appropriate technology is one of the original
methods developed for use exclusively in the developing world. Intermediate technology was
born out of the idea that the developing world has little capital and an abundant supply of
labor. Therefore intermediate technology is used to leverage the labor surplus and reduce
necessary capital expenditures [16]. Initially, the idea of using intermediate technology was
not readily adopted by nations such as India, largely due to the fear that intermediate
technology would languish and ultimately hinder the country’s ability to develop [17].
In 1973, the Intermediate Technology Development Group (ITDG) renamed intermediate
technology to appropriate technology, which is still used to this day. In the 1970s and 1980s
appropriate technology experienced rapid growth, seeing over 1,000 government agencies
and NGOs adopting appropriate technology principles in their efforts to aid in development.
Recently however, the term appropriate technology has lost favor among developing world
researchers in favor of ideas such as sustainable development [18].
While the term appropriate technology is waning in popularity, it is still the creator of
many of the ideas integral to more recently developed methods. Researchers such as Dr.
Anthony Akubue argue that appropriate technology is not only a viable, but also an integral
tool to development work. Dr. Akubue argues that today appropriate technology has evolved
into an approach that is focused on tackling community development challenges [19].
Instead of only focusing on appropriate technology as some tangible technical device, it is
important to view appropriate technology as a body of knowledge, techniques, and underlying
philosophy [20]. It can be argued that the main difference between sustainable development
and appropriate technology is the scope of the design process. Appropriate technology
emphasizes job creation, optimizing the use of existing skills and resources, and the constant
building of those skills and resources to increase production capacity of a community [21–23].
Sustainable development builds upon the ideas of appropriate technology. Sustainable de-
velopment highlights the idea, consistent with appropriate technology, that design practices
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and processes must remain consistent with local conditions [24]. Sustainable development
sees the ideas generated from appropriate technology as tools towards the end goal of creating
sustainable community development. Integral to both methods however is the gathering of a
deep contextual understanding as a precursor to any design endeavor in engineering [25]. For
sustainable development and design for the developing world, this contextual understanding
is often predicated through the understanding and development of the community.
To enable a design team to work towards sustainable community development, criteria
for evaluation are used in the development of projects. The development of a community’s
social capital requires a method that can deliver strong sustainability. Strong sustainability
views natural resources as having intrinsic value in relation to other capital forms such
as human generated resources. Strong sustainability aims to internalize as many “costs” as
possible and reduce the number of externalities on value, such as environmental concerns [26].
Figure 3.1 shows the “bull’s-eye” and “Mickey Mouse” models of sustainability. Viewing all
three together as dependent on one another for success is shown in the bull’s eye model, which
represents ideal strong sustainability [26]. Sustainability in the context of the LDW method
will simply be having a company produce products that keep the target customers’ and their
communities diverse and productive. The Latin root for “sustainability” is ‘sustinere’ which
can be roughly translated to mean ‘support’ highlighting the importance of supporting the
community when working to develop a region.
In order to efficiently and effectively create strong sustainability specific metrics are
needed to measure progress. Because there are many components to strong sustainability
in communities, criteria that cover a wide variety of topics are required. The generation of
project criteria for sustainable community development aims to help the design team towards
the end goal of strong sustainability [26].
The five main criteria for sustainable community development, as defined by Bridger and
Luloff are: 1) local economic diversity, 2) self-reliance, 3) reduction in energy and materials
use, 4) protection of diversity, and 5)social justice [27]. These criteria can be utilized to
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Figure 3.1: Figure showing the ”Bull’s-eye” model and Mickey Mouse model of sustainabil-
ity.The bull’s eye figure shows a representation of strong sustainability where environment,
society, and economy all are built up together. The ‘Mickey Mouse’ representation shows a
representation of a non-integrated approach to sustainability.
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help design teams consider elements beyond function, cost, weight, and other technically
narrow criteria for design. Additionally, considering these criteria aid engineers’ ability to
understand the necessary trade-offs communities are forced to make in response to a given
project, technology, or product.
Appropriate technology and sustainable community development methods will be utilized
later in the generation of the LDW method. Specifically, the five main criteria presented by
Bridger and Luloff will be utilized to aid in the generation of what will be defined later as
the impact hypothesis. Additionally, the notion of strong sustainability will be used as a
goal of the design team when implementing the LDW method [24–28].
3.1.2 Human Centered Design
To achieve a better understanding of customer needs, design engineers often use the
Human Centered Design (HCD) methodology as defined by IDEO. In the HCD toolkit, co-
developed by iDE and IDEO, HCD is defined as a process and set of techniques used to create
new solutions for the developing world[29]. IDEO is a global design consultancy that works
to create innovative designs for a wide variety of clients. iDE is an international non-profit
that is dedicated to ending poverty by providing profit making tools to developing world
customers. Solutions include products, services, environments, organizations, and modes of
interaction [29]. As developed, HCD is an often-utilized user-centered design method that
provides a practical tool to aid in design for the developing world [30]. The HCD process is
outlined in Figure 3.2
The first broad step in the HCD process is the Hear section. The Hear section works to
identify a design challenge and gather qualitative data directly from users utilizing a variety of
methods, most of which require significant field work. Observations and information gathered
in this phase are used to identify areas of opportunity for new product development or the
improvement of existing products [29]. The second step is the Create section. The Create
section translates what was learned in the field and proposes concrete solutions to select
opportunities identified in the first phase. Last, the Deliver section moves the solutions and
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart outlining the Human Centered Design process.This flowchart shows
the three main steps in the HCD process, Hear, Create, Deliver. For each of these steps
there are more detailed steps to the process outlined surrounding each corresponding main
step.
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plans into implementation in the field. The Deliver section then allows for the creation of a
plan to measure and learn from the implemented designs[29].
Some weaknesses of the HCD method have been examined in the literature [6]. First,
HCD requires large upfront investments by a design team in the form of both time and
financial resources to better understand potential customers. Other representative methods
used in design for the developing world such as co-design, use of philanthropic resources, and
appropriate technology methods also require large upfront investment of time and energy
before the first product is released[11, 28, 31–38]. Second, the HCD method can produce
limited results as people may be unaware of their needs, unwilling to speak about their needs,
or unable to effectively articulate their needs with a design team [39]. Third, design teams
can be prejudiced about a users’ needs when the users become too involved in the design
process. Fourth, the design team may over-emphasize the findings from a relatively small
number of users, which could lead to an over-customized product [40].
HCD provides the LDW method an instructive example of how to obtain customer needs
information in a developing world context. Although a user-centered approach, HCD does
have many tools that can be utilized within a market-centered approach such as the LDW
method. Some of these tools include those in the Hear section that enable a design team to
identify a design challenge. In other contexts, the Hear section is known as “listening”, which
is noted to be largely absent from some design methods and is arguably why engineering
education today is lacking the tools required for sustainable community development [41].
Additionally, design teams can learn from some of the unique challenges that have been
experienced by HCD, and leverage the benefits of a market-centered approach in a developing
world context.
3.1.3 Co-design
While the concept of co-design in not new, it has recently evolved out of user-centered
approaches as a separate method. Co-design shifts the roles of the designer, researcher, and
user from traditional user-centered methods to attempt and better encapsulate the needs
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from a specific customer. Co-design is a specific method of co-creation. Co-creation is a
broad term that refers to any act of collective creativity. Co-design can be defined more
narrowly as a process of creativity where designers and people who are not trained in design
work together during the design process [42].
Co-design can trace its roots back over 40 years to the field of participatory design.
Participatory design was utilized to allow the design team to work directly with those people
who would be impacted by the changes brought on by the design or redesign being undertaken
by the design team [32].
C.K Prahalad is often credited for bringing co-creation to the business community. In
the business world this process of co-creation is used in order to create enhanced value
to customers through the generation of personalized consumer experiences, generated by
informed, networked, empowered, and active users [43].
The last term, active users, is largely what sets apart user-centered design from co-design.
Where user-centered design approaches see the user as a passive object of study, co-design
sees the user as an active member of the design team [42]. The design team works in a
more supporting role to the user, providing tools for expression and ideation in co-design.
The design team plays a supporting role to the user in the ideation stages of design, but
transitions from a supporting role back to the expert role when giving form to the generated
ideas [43].
An example of a successful application of co-design is Nathan Johnson’s design of more
effective stoves for developing world customers. By working with the residents in areas such
as Mali, Johnson was able to identify the variety of uses for which customers were using
wood burning stoves [44, 45].
While implementing co-design in a market-based approach proves to be difficult because
of its inability to rapidly produce quantitative data [46], many of the tools can still be used
to aid a design team utilizing the market-centered LDW method. To accomplish the goal of
obtaining valuable qualitative data that co-design seeks to provide, a variation of co-design
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can be implemented to help understand product failures, potential redesigns, and to identify
those attributes that directly contributed to a product’s success.
3.2 Lean Startup
In the developed world, companies and design teams of all sizes and across a wide variety
of industries have adopted Lean Startup methods. Lean Startup methodology, as described
by Ries in The Lean Startup, presents many ideas that have been used in startups in the
United States over the past decade [7].
Ries defines a startup as an organization that rapidly turns ideas into products [7]. In
the context of the research presented in this paper, the term “startup” will be replaced
with “design team.” Thinking of a design team as a startup fits the definition set forth by
Ries, yet narrows the scope to engineering design teams rather than entire corporations or
organizations. The design team uses the products generated from ideas and quickly places
them in the hands of customers in order to generate useful data including customer feedback
indicating what people like and dislike about a given product, and market and sales data
that identifies product value. The market and sales data highlights potential market demand









The six steps of the Lean Startup method interact with each other in the form of an
iterative feedback loop. The goal of the startup is to minimize the time it takes to complete
each iteration of the loop in order to rapidly advance a product and refine it to better
serve the target market. Figure 3.3 shows the loop and how each of the six steps interact.
Additionally, there are a few details provided for each step and its overall goals [7]. The goal
of the Build-Measure-Learn feedback loop is to minimize the time for each iteration, or in
other words, complete cycle of the loop. Products are developed and built during the Build
stage. In the measure stage customer feedback and sales data are gathered. Then in the
Learn section this feedback and sales data are used to learn about the successes and failures
of the product, at which point the iterative cycles begins again.
The term “lean” has a long history in engineering design. Often, when the term lean
is brought up in engineering methods, lean manufacturing or lean production immediately
comes to mind. Lean manufacturing is focused largely on the reduction of waste in order
to maximize overall delivered value [3]. The Lean Startup method approaches lean from
a different perspective. Below is a brief list highlighting how the Lean Startup method is
separate from lean manufacturing [7].
1. The core competence of Lean Startup is to focus of development of products rather
than the optimization of existing products.
2. The Lean Startup method measures trends through the leveraging of averages instead
of variances.
3. The Lean Startup method looks at top line growth (revenue) rather than bottom line
growth (net income).
Next, a few of the key terms that are found in the Lean Startup method are outlined.
These terms represent three of the areas where the Lean Startup method will best aid in the
development of a novel method for product design in the developing world.
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Figure 3.3: Flowchart of the six overall steps of the Lean Startup method’s Build-Measure-
Learn feedback loop.More detailed descriptions of what each step of the process entails is
written below. Additionally key terms present in the Lean Startup method are written where
applicable.
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3.2.1 Value and Growth Hypotheses
Two initial hypotheses are required in the Lean Startup method and were originally
conceptualized in the field of customer development [47]. They are the value and growth
hypotheses.
Value hypothesis: The value hypothesis tests whether a product delivers value to cus-
tomers or markets when they are using the product. It is typically a measurable, market-
based metric for the design team to gauge if the product is addressing a market need through
the affirmation of profitable sales and positive customer use feedback.
Growth hypothesis: The growth hypothesis tests how new customers discover a product or
service. The design team uses the growth hypothesis to determine if a product is experiencing
a sustainable adoption rate, sales growth, and is retaining customers. It is confirmed through
long-term, top line (revenue based) sales growth and distributor feedback.
3.2.2 Minimum Viable Product
After the growth and value hypotheses are defined, the next goal is to rapidly bring a
product to market in order to test the hypotheses. The tool to facilitate this testing is the
Minimum Viable Product (MVP) [48]. A MVP contains a minimum feature set necessary
to have an economically-viable product and facilitates the learning process [47]. The key to
developing a viable MVP is to not focus on the least expensive or optimized product design,
but rather to focus on the minimum product feature set required to enable testing of the
value and growth hypotheses. The MVP will inevitably lack many features that may later
prove essential or include features that are later deemed unnecessary. However, the rapid
testing of the value and growth hypotheses will enable the design team to identify what is
vital and what is unnecessary to the product [7].
Upon the release of a MVP, the design team will review information generated by product
sales and customer feedback using pre-defined metrics and a technique called Innovation
Accounting. The initial feedback from the MVP is used to prove or disprove the original value
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and growth hypotheses. The Innovation Accounting method is used to parse the gathered
information in a quantitative and qualitative approach that allows startups to better define
the value and growth hypotheses, and subsequently the market needs [49]. While originally
developed for software projects, MVP has recently become a viable development tool in
consumer products due to less expensive manufacturing options in regions such as China
[50].
MVPs are most applicable to those products that have a low barrier to entry, potential
for a rapid adoption rate, and established markets. These low barrier to entry areas allow
for a less dramatic adoption from software. Just as with software development, a hardware
MVP requires a great deal of iteration to achieve market success. Thus, terminology for each
iterative step that a design team can take needs to be discussed. These terms in the Lean
Startup method are called Pivoting, Persevering, and canceling the product [7].
3.2.3 Pivot, Persevere, or Canceling of Product
A Pivot is defined as a rejection of the original value and growth hypotheses. Pivots
require that the design team rethink both the value and growth hypotheses, and reflect
this change in the form of a new product [7]. Persevere is defined as a refinement of the
original value and growth hypotheses. When Persevering, the design team has found that
the original growth and value hypotheses were largely accurate but slight adjustments are
needed to either hypothesis, or additional optimization is needed on the product in order to
better serve the customer [47].
Following a Pivot or Perseverance, the design team has completed one iterative cycle of
the Lean Startup method. After the decision to Pivot or Persevere is made, the team returns
to the first stage to either Persevere by refining an existing product changed slightly from the
original MVP or Pivot by redefining the value and growth hypothesis. If after a few Pivot
iterations, the original design idea is still not finding a valid market, Canceling the Product
is the last option for the design team [7]. While the Lean Startup method has worked well for
software companies in the developed world and is starting to see use elsewhere, it has not yet
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been adapted for applications in the developing world or for hardware product development.
3.3 Engineering Product Design
Engineering product design is efficient in designing robust, innovative, market defining
products [3]. Engineering product design follows a linear progression from project definition,
product definition, conceptual design, product development, and finally to product support.
The project definition phase works to create a business framework and model that is driven
by technological developments, market direction, or product changes [3].
Figure 3.4: Flowchart for Engineering Product Design as presented in Chapter 2.
These drivers push design teams to identify and choose products to develop in the product
development phase. Twelve steps are outlined in the following sections and in Figure 3.4 to
give a basic understanding of traditional product design methods [5]. These steps include:
1. Scoping Product Developments
2. Understanding Customer Needs
3. Establishing Product Function
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4. Product Teardown and Experimentation
5. Benchmarking and Establishing Engineering Specifications
6. Product Portfolios and Portfolio Architecture
7. Generation of Concepts
8. Concept Selection
9. Concept Embodiment
10. Modeling of Product Metrics
11. Analytical and Numerical Model Solutions
12. Physical Prototypes
In many cases, these steps follow a relatively linear progression as seen in Figure 3.5.
This figure shows a linear product design method as described by Kevin Otto in Product
Design [5].
These steps are adopted in a variety of ways by companies in industry. To show how
steps for product design can vary between companies and industries, a few characterizations
of various company product design methods are shown.
First, Xerox’s characterization of their design process is shown in Figure 3.6 [5]. Figure 3.6
outlines the Xerox product development process from defining market attack, define product,
design product, demonstrate product, deliver product, and to delighting customers. Xerox
had a one year time frame for development of a product to enable a shift from analog to
digital desktop publishing. A largely linear process with no planned iteration, this design
process was for a clear goal and established customer base. This is a classic example of a
design influenced by a technological push [5].
A much more rapid and iterative process is shown in Figure 3.7 which characterizes
the Microsoft product development process used for the Microsoft suite of software. This
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Figure 3.5: Flowchart of steps required in engineering product design [5]Each of the three
main steps have individual tools to aid in their completion. These tools are outlined in
paragraph form in Section 2.3.
Figure 3.6: Flowchart of the product development process of Xerox [5].
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process shows an iterative process for product development which is common in software
development. Similar to Lean Startup methods previously discussed, this method seeks
constant improvement and iteration to best serve customers [5].
Figure 3.7: Flowchart of the product development process of Microsoft Office Suite [5]
Third, an approach that implements ideas from engineering product design as defined by
Kevin Otto and Kristin Wood and David Ullman [3, 5], and Systems Engineering described
later in this chapter by Benjamin Blanchard and Wolter Fabrycky is illustrated [4]. With
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elements from both the Vee Model in Figure 3.9 and engineering product design Figure 3.5,
the flowchart in Figure 3.8 representing the product development process for Ford shows
how various design methods can be integrated to serve a product need [5]. The Vee Model
is a representation of the development life cycle of systems engineering. It describes, and
graphically represents, the activities that need to be performed, and the subsequent results
that have to be product during the product development process.
Figure 3.8: Flowchart of the product development process for the Ford Motor Company [5].
3.3.1 Scoping Product Developments
This stage deals largely with the question of determining what should be addressed in the
design of a new product. One tool to determine what to develop is S-curves. S-curves show
the rate of evolution and efficiency in a design over a given technology’s lifespan. A classic
example of S-curves is light bulbs, more specifically incandescent vs. florescent bulbs. As
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Figure 3.9: Vee model for systems engineering. The Vee model for systems engineering is a
representation of the systems development lifecycle. The Vee is sometimes seen as short for
‘verification.’
can be seen in Figure 3.10, technologies can see large jumps from one technology to another
and over time the innovation of a product begins to plateau. If identified this signals that
companies likely need to Pivot [5].
Once a topic of design is decided, a mission statement is created that allows for technical
questioning. It is imperative that profit is considered at this step and continually made
a priority through all steps of the design process. Profit considerations produce economic
constraints that can be used throughout the design process [5].
3.3.2 Understanding Customer Needs
In product design there are a variety of methods to obtain an understanding of customer
needs. These methods include gathering needs, the like/dislike method, the articulation
method, organizing and prioritizing of needs, affinity diagrams, cluster analysis, and cus-
tomer use patterns. Unique combinations of these methods can be combined to create what
is called a prioritized customer needs list [5]. A prioritized customer needs list is a guid-
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Figure 3.10: S-Curves for the efficiency of light bulbs over time.
ing list of customer priorities from which to work during the design process. Included in
this customer needs list are legislative or manufacturing needs. These are often considered
auxiliary items that are attached to a customer needs list. It is possible to include other
non-direct customer needs to the prioritized customer needs list as the design team sees fit.
These needs can include community, environmental, and other Design for X considerations
[5]. Design for X will be explained in greater depth later in Section 2.6.
3.3.3 Establishing Product Function
A product function is the logical flow of energy or information between objects, or the
change of state of an object that is created by one or more of the flows. Primarily function
occurs at interfaces in a product [3]. The establishment of product function, requirements,
and ideation are the tools required to transition from customer needs to concrete solutions.
The first tool of product function establishment is the very simple black box model. A black
box model shows system inputs, the product of focus, and the subsequent desired outputs.
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This step allows for the scoping of the design challenge and facilitates a better understanding
of the role of the subject of design as part of a larger system. An example of a simple black
box model is shown in Figure 3.11 [5].
Figure 3.11: Example of a simple black box product function model.
Next a variety of tools including function trees, establishing system functionality, aug-
mentation, aggregation, and the FAST method can be used to allow for functional decompo-
sition. This stage is meant to create a better understanding of the necessary sub functions
in order to allow a solution or system to operate as desired. An example of a functional
decomposition can be seen in Figure 3.12 [5].
3.3.4 Benchmarking and Establishing Engineering Specifications
It is necessary to know your enemy, or in other words competition, to know yourself.
More, specifically it is vital to understand one’s own product, but this alone is not sufficient.
One must also know the products of one’s competitors to be able to better compare one’s
product to the overall market [5]. To better understand the competition, it is important
that design teams tear down and analyze competitive products when available. This is not
a one-time exercise, but rather something that must constantly be done to make sure the
design team is up to date on the competition and thus their own product. Some tools
to facilitating this goal include benchmarking through function, form diagrams, and trend
analysis. From these trend analyses and form diagrams, proposals for redesign through
the use of value analysis and spec sheets can be created. The end goal of this step is the
continuous development of product specifications [5].
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Figure 3.12: A functional decomposition of the Function Analysis System Technique.
A well-known tool for product specification generation is the House of Quality [51]. The
House of Quality is made up of the How, What, Targets, and Ratings that go into the
Relationship and Correlation Matrices in order to effectively identify customer needs [4].
Another more advanced method called Value Analysis, which takes customer needs and
benchmarks as inputs, is a qualitative approach to customer needs recognition [5].
3.3.5 Product Portfolios and Portfolio Architecture
Before a product can be made into a concept or a reasonable set of specifications can
be developed, it is important to create a corporate environment in which effective design
can exist. This is created through the use of portfolio architectures and other types of
architectures [5]. Product Portfolios are the set of different product offerings that a company
provides. To make a Product Portfolio many steps are needed. First, a market basis for
an architecture is created through either market survey or market estimate methods. Next,
a platform architecture is created using the optimization method, selection chart method,
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or a combination of the two. Last, these items are put together to create a maximal profit
product line. As stated before there are varying types of portfolio architectures. These types
can broadly be separated into the Fixed Unshared, Modular, and Massively Customizable
Platforms. Under each of these overarching types are a few varying attributes [5].
3.3.6 Generation of Concepts
The first step in concept generation is establishing an overall process and strategy for
product design. There are two broad techniques for the generation of concepts. One is
information gathering and brainstorming techniques; the other is biasing methods [5]. Infor-
mation gathering and brainstorming are usually undirected and spur the creation of a vast
number of ideas. Biasing methods add bias to the search for solutions by using insights and
documented design principles. The design team progresses from these concept generation
techniques to a morphological analysis, synthesizing gathered solutions into concept vari-
ants, assessment of concept generation methods, and finally to Product Concepts in their
completed form [5].
3.3.7 Concept Selection
A design team has three basic tasks in concept selection: gathering information, making
decisions, and disseminating information [5]. To accomplish these tasks, the design team
uses a variety of tools including magnitude analysis, design evaluation process, measurement
theory, push concept selection, concept scoring, selection error analysis, and critique of
selection methods. A large challenge of concept selection is for the design team to maintain
objectivity. It is often emphasized that a team-based process is a requirement among the
numerous concept selection methods. The process chosen then must inspire and cultivate
team consensus in decision-making [5].
Consensus-building and concept selection require a great deal of statistical analysis [5].
The processes developed often are an attempt to help crunch statistical data, one example
of this being Pugh charts. Pugh charts are a tool used in the early stages of decision-
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making that are effective at narrowing down concepts. It is important that even with these
tools, skills in estimation are developed to help quickly eliminate blatantly poor concepts.
Sometimes ordinary measures such as the Pugh chart are insufficient and thus measurement
theory and information quality methods are needed to judge concepts and help further guide
concept selection methods [5].
3.3.8 Concept Embodiment
Concept embodiment is a highly nonlinear, iterative, and complex process [5]. There are
no easy or straightforward answers, and thus this stage requires sound engineering skills that
range from modeling and experimentation to assembly and tool design. This step requires
creativity and focus to create feasible solutions to meet both customer and engineering
quality demands. Engineering quality is equivalent to the implicit or ”expected quality”
that customers assume will exist in a product at a given cost. The concept must also take
into consideration the entire life cycle of a product and not just the retail stage [5].
3.3.9 Modeling of Product Metrics
Before a product model is considered, a design team takes stock of the current design
status. A large amount of data is generated in the construction of analytical models. This
data can be used to begin the model creation process [5]. The steps for the modeling of
product metrics includes mathematical modeling versus physical prototypes, construction
of a model using an advanced method, product models cases, and finally the completed
product model. The basic method track starts with mathematical modeling versus physical
prototypes, constructing a model using a basic method, product applications, and finally a
finished product model. In general, there are four steps to the creation of a product model
including:
1. Map or relate the customer need weights to the product functions.
2. Identify the function that is relate most strongly to the customer needs.
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3. Choose the metrics that may be used to quantify the material, energy, or signal flows
for these functions.
4. Identify target values for these metrics based on benchmarking results [5].
3.3.10 Analytical and Numerical Model Solutions
At this point in the design process it is assumed that a product concept has been decided
upon based on all the information gathered from methods mentioned in previous sections
[5]. This section focuses on mathematical tools to move the product towards its production
version. To accomplish this, tools such as spreadsheet search, fundamental concepts in op-
timization, analytical foundations, spreadsheet solvers, product applications, and numerical
estimates for the design configuration are required [5].
This step identifies the limits in the design process. After the limits are found. computer
power and programs can do the grunt work to optimize a product design based on guide-
lines or paths set by a design team. The main challenge lies in identifying and confirming
parameters, guidelines, or limits when utilizing mathematical methods of optimization [5].
At a very basic level, spreadsheets can be used as a numerical tool. Spreadsheets are used
because they are fairly easy to learn and are flexible in their application. Adding optimiza-
tion software can make the designer much more powerful than when using spreadsheets to
crunch the numbers. This leads to greater confidence in the results and more well-defined
limits or boundaries in the design of a product. While good predictors, these methods are
not fool-proof. It is very important that the choices of design parameters and specifications
meet benchmarks that are based in science and research by the design team. The use of
these methods allow for a more scientific and refined design that can help in reaching other
goals such as environmental concerns or other Design for X topics [5].
3.3.11 Physical Prototypes
There are two overarching models for simulating a product’s performance, including
analytical models, which are outlined in the previous section [5], and physical models in
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the form of a physical prototype. In the world of prototyping, there are a great number of
prototype varieties, including proof of concept models; industrial design prototypes; DOE
experimental prototypes; and alpha, beta, and pre-production prototypes. Often, prototypes
have set goals in mind before they are created. Some of these goals are to aid in visualization
or brainstorming improvements, refining of difficult features, study of feel or appearance of a
product, and in latter phases to obtain limited customer feedback on functional models [5].
Some basic objectives of a prototype are communication, demonstration, scheduling,
feasibility, parametric modeling, and architectural interfacing. Rapid prototyping can also
offer opportunities in fabrication testing and can help recognize areas where improvement in
manufacturing and other processes can occur. A big challenge lies in managing the paradox
between the necessity of constructing physical prototypes for successful product development
and the desire to minimize physical prototypes to manage cycle time and cost [5].
3.4 Design for X and Design for Manufacture and Assembly
Approximately seventy percent of a product’s production cost is determined during the
design phase in product design [52, 53]. Each phase of product development has attributes
that result in varying levels of impact in the product life-cycle. Therefore it is important
to identify which parts of a product life-cycle requires additional attention to assure best
outcomes in minimizing overall manufacturing costs and shortening time to market for a
product. One tool to achieve this is lean manufacturing which is a cost-reduction and
efficiency driven philosophy that focuses on eliminating waste [52]. A drawback to a strictly
lean method of engineering is the relatively narrow viewpoint hinders the prediction and
consideration of downstream issues. To address this a collection of tools that aid in design
decision support is found in Design for X (DFX) [54]. Some subsets of DFX are design
assembly, design for manufacture, design for environment, design for dis-assembly, design for
service, or design for Six Sigma [53].
• Design for Manufacture and Assembly
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• Design for Reliability
• Design for Maintainability
• Design for Serviceability
• Design for the Environment
• Design for Life Cycle Cost
3.4.1 Design for Manufacture and Assembly
Design for manufacture and assembly is a consideration during the concept stage that
seeks to reduce costs of redesign later in the design process. By involving manufacturing en-
gineers, supply chain management, and other personnel earlier in the concept phase, redesign
expense can be minimized. To achieve a design that is less expensive to manufacture, a de-
sign team looks to reduce the number of standalone parts, investigate alternatives through
experimentation, and investigate potential waste [54].
3.4.2 Design for Reliability
Reliability can be defined as product quality over a period of time. Reliability is the
ability of a product, system, or subsystem to perform a required function under stated
conditions for a given period of time. The end goal of design for reliability is to ”design out”
inherent weaknesses in a design. Some tools to accomplish this include analyzing potential
failure mechanisms, analyzing potential failure modes, investigating past usage history, and
investigating suppliers’ histories. The point of reliability is two-fold. First, to improve overall
reliability of a product for the end user, and second, to improve and correct product testing
during the development of future products [54].
Design for reliability aims to maximize reliability over a serviceable life cycle. To accom-
plish this, measurement and control of quality must first be undertaken. Second, designs
optimize the build process in order to improve intrinsic reliability. Third, a design team
provides sufficient margin to meet life requirements [54].
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3.4.3 Design for Maintainability
Design for maintainability is focused on minimizing the downtime for maintenance, costs
of maintaining features, personal injury from maintenance tasks, and logistical requirements
for replacement parts, backup units, and personal. These maintenance actions encompass
those which are preventative, correction, or overhaul and disposal. In a developing world con-
text maintainability takes on a unique challenge. The design for X topic on maintainability
will take on a great importance in any developing world context [54].
3.4.4 Design for Serviceability
Design for serviceability is a topic that is concerned with the ability for a product to
be repaired to original specifications with relative ease. A product with poor serviceability
creates excess warranty costs, customer dissatisfaction, and eventually lost sales and market
share [54].
3.4.5 Design for the Environment
Design for environment investigates environmental concerns which include transporta-
tion, consumption, maintenance, and disposal. The aim of design for the environment is to
minimize the impact a product has on the environment. Often economic evaluation leads to
design for the environment to be viewed as an additional cost. However, when certain envi-
ronmental costs are internalized through legislation, design for environment can potentially
lead to a greater economic benefit than cost when viewing a product’s complete life cycle
[52].
3.4.6 Design for Life Cycle Cost
Life cycle cost includes all costs associated with defects, buybacks, distributions, war-
ranty, litigation, and all other design for x methods that generate costs. One method to
generate an estimation of life cycle cost is Activity Based Cost. Activity Based Cost’s goal
is to identify all activities that occur within a design life and then assigns cost drivers and
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intensities to the activities [54].
The simplified goal of DFX is to enter a controlled bias into a product design environment.
This ability to introduce a bias that can be controlled, refined, and/or optimized allows for
DFX to control various aspects of a lean method that would largely be overlooked without
the application of DFX tools. In the development of a lean market-based developing world
method, DFX will allow for the biasing of iterative methods in an attempt to better match
the desired outputs from the product design process [54].
3.5 Systems Engineering
It is a widely accepted fact that the complexity of systems is increasing and bringing
with it ever greater challenges. With this increasing complexity comes the need to produce
systems and to develop projects that are reliable, robust, of high-quality, cost-effective in
the perspective of life-cycle, supportable, and that satisfy the customer. In the past, many
systems were designed without a clear overall perspective pertaining to customers’ needs,
and when they were it was a relatively short-term view of customer needs. In other words,
the design for the system, project, or even individual product was done from a product level
rather than systems-level approach [4, 55–57].
The systems design and development process has suffered from a lack of early planning
and definition of requirements. Additionally, life-cycle analyses were addressed only after
the design process was complete. This has much to do with a lack of definition of the risks
that are present with the decision-making process in the early stages of system development
[4].
The principles of systems engineering have been studied since the late 1950s, and arguably
even earlier [4]. However, systems engineering principles have rarely been implemented in
the developing world and when they have, they are often not implemented well. Many times
this failure can be attributed to a focus on only the technical trust of knowledge and not
also including management trust. It is not sufficient to only utilize the proper techniques,
resources, and analytical tools; a proper organizational environment is also vital to allow for
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a proper systems engineering process [58].
To enable a systems engineering approach it is important to explicitly define the term
”system.” Blanchard and Fabryky define a system as [4]:
“A set of interrelated components working together with the common objective
of fulfilling some designated need.”
Another example of a system definition is provided by the International Council of Sys-
tems Engineering (INCOSE) [56].
“A system is a construct or collection of different elements that together produce
results not obtainable by the elements alone. The elements, or parts, can include
people, hardware, software, facilities, policies, and documents; that is, all things
required to produce system level results. The results include system-level quali-
ties, properties, characteristics, functions, behavior, and performance. The value
added by the system as a whole, beyond that contributed independently by the
parts, is primarily created by the relationship among the parts; that is, how they
are interconnected.”
From these definitions, four general requirements of a system can be generated to aid in
describing principles and concepts for systems engineering applications: [4]:
1. Systems must have a combination of resources in various forms including materials,
equipment, and human beings. These resources must then be combined effectively in
an effort to reduce risk of failure or inefficiency.
2. Systems must be contained within a hierarchy that may generate external factors.
External factors from higher-level systems must be evaluated.
3. Systems must be able to be broken down into subsystems based on complexity and
functions performed. The dividing into smaller units is used to simplify initial allo-
cation of requirements and interfaces. The subsystems must enable interrelationships
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between all components in a system and then the subsystems must be able to be
brought back together into a singular system.
4. Systems must have purpose. The system need be functional, able to respond to iden-
tified needs, and able to achieve an overall objective in a cost-effective manner.
With an explicit definition of “system” established, a definition for systems engineering
is required and provided by INCOSE [56].
“Systems engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the
realization of successful systems. It focuses on defining customer needs and re-
quired functionality early in the development cycle, documenting requirements,
and then proceeding with design synthesis and system validation while consider-
ing the complete problem. System engineering considers both the business and
technical needs of all customers with the goal of providing a quality product that
meets the user needs.”
There are a few system process models that can aid in the effective implementation of a
systems engineering approach [4, 56]. These models include Waterfall and Vee just to name
a couple. Examples of these models can be seen in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.9.
Another model of the process of systems engineering is through the acronym SIMILAR
[58, 59]. The steps of the SIMILAR model are outlined below and can be seen in Figure 3.14.
1. State the problem: This entails the identification of customers, understanding those
customers’ needs, establishing a need for change, and discovering requirements and
defining system functions.
2. Investigate alternatives: Alternatives for the system are investigated and evaluated
based upon risk, cost, and performance.
3. Model the system: Models are run to clarify requirements, identify bottlenecks, reduce
cost, and identify duplication of efforts between subsystems.
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Figure 3.13: Waterfall model for systems engineering. Most systems engineering applications
seem to predicate a waterfall approach. However, as the name suggests it is often difficult
to move back up towards the top of the waterfall while implementing the process.
Figure 3.14: SIMILAR method for systems engineering.The SIMILAR representation of
systems engineering provides a relatively linear progression that is useful as describing the
principles that are integral to a systems engineering approach.
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4. Integrate: Through extensive communication and coordination, system elements are
brought together to work as a whole.
5. Launch the system: This step entails making the system produce outputs in the hopes
of doing what it was intended to do.
6. Assess performance: Through the use of evaluation criteria technical performance is
assessed.
7. Re-evaluation: A continual and iterative process that contains many parallel loops.
These seven steps are all part of the systems engineering approach goal to reduce total
life-cycle cost. A system life-cycle itself has seven phases that are all encompassed in systems
engineering. These phases are similar to those above and include [4, 57]:




5. System integration and testing
6. System operation, maintenance, and evaluation
7. System retirement, disposal, and replacement
To better understand the systems engineering process, more detail on each of the earlier
proposed seven stages are provided below. While many of the ideas and methods used in
systems engineering are the same as in other engineering design, the integration and time
line for the methods are vital to successful implementation of a systems engineering approach
[3–5, 58].
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3.5.1 Discovering System Requirements
The two key steps in the ”state the problem” stage are the understanding of customer
needs and discovering system requirements. Since customers seldom know specifically what
they need or want, systems engineers must make it a priority to find out how a customer
may use a system. It is not sufficient for a product to simply meet customer expectations; it
is often a necessity to exceed them in order to create maximum value [60]. Some frameworks
that are useful for understanding how a system fits into a customers enterprise include the
Zachman framework or DoDAF [59].
In general, there are two types of system requirements: mandatory and tradeoff require-
ments [58]. Mandatory requirements first specify the necessary and sufficient conditions that
a system must have in order to be acceptable. Second, there must be a pass or fail require-
ments with no middle ground. Third, mandatory requirements must not be susceptible to
trade-offs between requirements. An example of a mandatory requirement is government
laws [61].
3.5.2 Investigating Alternatives
After mandatory requirements of a system are established trade-off requirements can be
proposed. Trade-off requirements must first state conditions that can make the customer
happier [62]. Second, trade-off requirements should use scoring functions in the evaluation
of criteria. Third, trade-off requirements should be evaluated with multi-criterion decision
techniques. For example, trade-off requirements are heavily used in aerospace. In identifying
system requirements, both mandatory and trade-off, it is recommended to utilize quality
function deployment (QFD).
A basic figure showing the various parts of a more in-depth QFD is shown in Figure 3.15
[3].
Stepping through the QFD in steps allows for a better understanding of each section
present in the QFD and is presented below [5]:
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Figure 3.15: Overview of Quality Function Deployment.
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• Step 1 Who: This step is required to identify who are the customers. Most design
situations have more than one customer. Also it is important to keep in mind during
this step that sometimes the purchaser of the product is not the same as the user.
Considerations of both external and internal customers should be consider at this
stage.
• Step 2 What: This step is figuring out what customers want. Often design teams may
think that they know what customers want; in reality only customers know what they
really want [3]. Surveys, focus groups, and customer observation are a few methods
for determining what customers want.
• Step 3 Who vs. What: The next Quality Function Deployment (QFD) step is
evaluating the relative importance of each of the customer’s requirements for a product.
Rated traditionally on a 1-10 scale, each requirement is given a weight to enable further
refining of customer requirements for the design team.
• Step 4 Now and Now vs. What: Competition benchmarking is used to determine
how customers may perceive the competition’s ability to meet the requirements laid
out in the previous steps of the QFD method.
• Step 5 How: This step generates engineering specifications from the developed cus-
tomer specifications. The goal of this step is to find the target before you empty your
quiver [3]. In other words, the design team must first define what the goal of optimiza-
tion is before beginning the process. To accomplish this step, functional analysis or
decomposition is necessary to tie engineering specifications to their related customer
requirements.
• Step 6 What vs. How: This step measures the strength relationship present between
defined engineering specifications and customer requirements. Values of 0-1-3-9 are
used to reflect relationship dominance. Ideally, specifications should measure more
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than one customer requirement.
• Step 7 How Much: This step is where the design team sets targets in order to
establish how important it is to meet each requirement. This is done by first calcu-
lating specification importance, then looking at how well the competition meets the
specification, and lastly by developing targets for each effort.
• Step 8 How vs. How: This ’roof’ to the QFD house is developed to show how
each specification affects the others. These specifications will have either a positive or
negative relationship to show the relative dependency between various design specifi-
cations.
QFD appears on first observation to predicate the use of a waterfall type development
plan as a design team steps through each of the stages of the process. However, QFD is
a working document that is constantly adjusted, optimized, and corrected throughout the
design process. Due to its complexity however, any changes to the QFD must be carefully
completed. When correctly implemented, a QFD allows for specification changes to occur
rapidly and enable more effective communication between managers and the design team [4].
Once there is a good understanding of the needs, verification and validation of the re-
quirements is required. Verification against requirements includes logical argument, mod-
eling, inspection, simulation, analysis, and test or demonstration. Validation ensures the
recommended solutions satisfy customer needs, describe accurately the requirements of a
system, that a top-level system can satisfy requirements, and that a real-world solution can
be tested in order to prove the requirements are satisfied [4].
When investigating alternatives in a system, the designs need to be evaluated based on
cost, performance, schedule and risk criteria. At first, the available data for analysis is
limited; models need be evaluated with whatever information is on hand, even if the models
and information are initially based on estimates by the design engineers. However, at later
stages as more data is available, more accurate alternative analysis can be completed. It is
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important to note that a trade-off study is not something completed once at the start of a
project but is a continually evolving process of trade-offs as more data becomes available [4].
Several methods are available to develop engineering specifications including engineering
product development methods based on House of Quality (HoQ) and system engineering
methods advocated by INCOSE [4, 56, 63].
There are many different varieties of engineering specifications. In the LDW method, the
generation of these specifications will be achieved using a QFD. A QFD for the generation
of the system level specifications will be shown as a first step and then later generation of
product specifications will be shown as an example of a sub-system specification generation
process. A list of potential specification varieties is outlined below [4].
1. System Specification: technical, performance, operational, and support characteris-
tics. They are the results of a feasibility analysis and operational requirements, and
Technical performance measures at the system-level.
2. Development specification: includes technical requirements, both quantitative and
qualitative, for all new items directly below the system-level of design. Typically
takes the form of a facility, computer program, or other critical items of support.
3. Product specification: technical requirements including all those below system-level
components that are in a companies inventory and can be procured off the shelf.
4. Process specifications: technical requirements associated with services or processes
required, one example being manufacturing processes.
5. Material specifications: technical requirements for raw materials, liquids, and fabri-
cated materials required.
Generation of system specifications requires a comprehensive statement of the problem
in specific qualitative and quantitative terms with enough detail to justify progressing to
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the next step. It must be remembered that a systems engineering process commences with
identification of customers’ needs to satisfy a perceved or real deficiency [4].
Using a QFD model, engineering functions can begin to be developed. While QFD is
not the only approach used to define requirements for design, it constitutes a great tool for
creating visibility from the beginning that is required for systems engineering [4]. For LDW
purposes, the term “function” adopts the definition from systems engineering as a specific
or discrete action, or series of actions, that is necessary to achieve a given objective.
Using QFD and other tools is all part of functional analysis. Functional analysis is the
iterative process required to translate design criteria into system requirements and subse-
quently into the required resources for system operation and support [4].
The development of a specifications tree is recommended to enable the display of hierar-
chical relationships between various specifications and the discovery of any possible conflicts.
There are five main types of specifications that require development. They all must be direct,
complete, and created in performance-related terms [4].
Subsystem design requirements are derived from, or evolve from, system design require-
ments. The system design requirements are determined through system operational require-
ments, support concepts, and the identification and prioritization of technical performance
measures. System specifications are the top technical requirements documents that pro-
vide overall guidance for a system. System specifications are prepared at the conclusion
of conceptual design. These top-level system specifications then provide a baseline for the
development of all lower-level specifications to include in the development, product, process,
and material specifications [4].
3.5.3 Engineering Design
Following the investigation of alternatives, models of the system must be developed for
most of the alternative designs. To enable this, the overall system is partitioned into sub-
systems and further partitioned into assemblies [55]. These subsystems and assemblies are
then utilized to determine the preferred alternative for the system moving forward. Next,
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sequence diagrams for the system need be created. This requires the collection of a typical
sequence of events that a system will go through. These can take the form of sequence
diagrams, operational scenarios, operational concepts, input and output trajectories, collab-
oration diagrams, logistics or interaction diagrams, or behavioral scenarios [4]. The sequence
diagrams make it easier for the description and discussion of a system design.
3.5.4 Implementation
From sequence diagram systems, engineers conduct a functional analysis of new systems.
Functional analysis is used to map physical component functions, to map those functions to
system requirements, and to ensure that the tasks are listed and no unnecessary tasks or
duplicate tasks are present. Functional analyses include such things as reliability, sensitivity,
and risk analysis [4].
3.5.5 System Integration and Testing
Integration of system components requires bringing all the previously generated subsys-
tems together to produce the desired system result and ensure that the subsystems interac-
tion satisfies customers’ needs. The interface between subsystems, the system, and external
world must be understood and designed. To enable this, subsystems should be defined in
order to minimize information that needs to be exchanged between the subsystems. When
subsystems are well designed they send finished products between each other and ease the
management of feedback loops around each subsystem for analysis when looking at a com-
plete system [4].
These methods for trade off analysis take a great deal of time and effort and are often not
justifiable in small to medium-sized projects. The hypotheses described in the Lean Startup
method seek to eliminate this effort and time. In the novel LDW method, a preference for
market data will give a more rapid delivery of trade off analysis.
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3.5.6 System Operation, Maintenance, and Evaluation
Effective management is paramount in the system launch step. First, configuration man-
agement is required to ensure that any changes in design, requirements, or implementation
are identified, controlled, and recorded accurately. Second, project management is required
to plan, organize, direct, and control company resources to meet specific objectives and goals
within time, cost, and at a desired performance level [4, 56, 58, 59]. A Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS) is a tool often used in project management. A WBS is a product-oriented
tree of hardware, software, facilitates, data, and services displaying and defining products
that require development [4].
Constant system measurement is required to enable an effective life cycle performance of
a system during the operation and maintenance phases. Initially, these measurements will
do little more than verify that a system is in compliance, but later will be leveraged to detect
deterioration and aid in effective maintenance. Some methods for performance assessment
include prescribed test, reviews, and at times a total systems test [4].
3.5.7 System Retirement, Disposal, and Replacement
Finally, and arguably the most important step in systems engineering, is the re-evaluation
step. The re-evaluation step is the observing of outputs and utilization of this information
to modify a system’s inputs, the product, or the process. Re-evaluation is an iterative and
continual process that contains numerous parallel loops. Some tools for re-evaluation include
quality engineering techniques such as those by Deming and Taguchi, Bicknell and Bicknell,
and Latzko and Saunders, as well as basic systems engineering outlined above [4, 56, 58, 59].
3.5.8 Systems Engineering Value
In systems engineering, the enterprise undertaking the design develops products that
create value in the eyes of the customer, where the value delivered exceeds the cost of the
product. A system must consider stakeholder value, customer need, and system solution.
Value is only fully realized when in it placed within the context of cost, time, and other
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stakeholder appropriate resources. To aid in the creation of value there are many design
considerations. To show how many potential considerations are possible, an example of sys-
tems design considerations is shown in Figure 3.16. This figures gives a decent representation
of the numerous considerations that can go into the design of a system [4].
Figure 3.16: An overview of the many potential considerations in systems engineering.
To aid in the generation of an accurate value measure, it is important to incorporate
tradeoff analysis into any system. One method often used for tradeoff analysis is utility
theory [64]. Other methods include analytical hierarchical processes, the Pugh selection
method, multi-attribute utility analysis, and multi-objective decision. For this research
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general utility theory is utilized to better define value. Utility theory is further investigated
and utilized in the DBD.
3.6 Decision Based Design
Decision-Based Design (DBD) states that engineering design is an enterprise-driven deci-
sion making process that requires the use of decision theory and economic principles. DBD
is a method that seeks to understand both the big picture to address enterprise needs, and
focuses on engineering details in order to meet technical requirements. DBD considers three
key areas, potential economic benefit to the company producing products, complex system
engineering, and heterogeneous consumer preferences [2].
Traditional engineering design is often primarily conducted with an engineering-centric
perspective that seeks to produce the best performance within a set budget. This is often
the same in many other domains within a larger firm such as marketing, management, and
production, with each domain seeking to optimize domain-specific objectives with little or no
input from other domains. Optimizing with only immediate domain-specific needs in mind
can lead to sub-optimal results in the total economic benefit of a product [2].
DBD seeks to address these shortcomings through the application of decision theory into
the engineering design process. Viewing engineering as a decision-based process predicates
the need for a decision theory-based approach to engineering design. Decision theory has
three key elements for a decision making process including [2]:
1. Identification of options or choices
2. Development of expectations for the outcomes of each choice
3. Formulation of a system of values for ranking the outcomes and thereby obtaining the
preferred choice.
A key attribute to a decision theory framework is that it allows for the inclusion of
uncertainty in the outcomes. To highlight this difference, two terms that represent the value
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of a design are presented. In DBD, the value of a design is a numerical quantity to quantify
the goodness of a design alternative under certainty. Conversely, in product design utility is
the “numerical quantity to quantify the goodness of a design alternative under uncertainty
[2].”
Engineering decision-making can be seen as an optimization process that is iterative in
nature, with the end goal being the best design alternative to maximize utility. While the
fundamental principles of DBD are generally simple, making rigorous design decisions is not
a trivial task. This is due to the need for multi-criteria-based alternatives, which in turn
requires determining the importance of each criterion. Setting the importance of criteria
correctly is a challenge that becomes even more paramount when the criteria are combined
into a single preference function to enable trade-off analysis consistent with the decision-
maker’s preferences [2]. It is important to note that understanding a culture always poses a
challenge to design teams. When working in a completely foreign culture this becomes an
even greater challenge to the design team [65].
A key strength derived from the application of an enterprise-driven DBD is its realiza-
tion that the immediate purpose of a product a producer creates is not to satisfy only what
customers want, but also selling the product for a price that will make it worthwhile to con-
tinue production of the product. In other words, a product must be economically profitable.
It stands to reason that a product that is designed and produced for a market governed
by the market forces of supply and demand should consider those market mechanisms that
determines its success or failure in the marketplace [2].
The specific methods required to implement a DBD approach require tools for modeling
heterogeneous customer preferences in the form of demand modeling. The following methods
and computational tools are needed in an application of a DBD approach in the developing
world [2]:
1. Identification of both engineering and customer attributes.
2. Collection and analyzing of customer preference data.
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3. A Hierarchy of sub-systems and product attributes.
4. Effect of usage context.
5. Individual products and product family design.
6. Multidisciplinary methodologies for optimization.
3.6.1 Engineering and Customer Attributes
In DBD, both engineering and customer attributes are combined in a method similar to
a classic QFD method. QFD has traditionally been accused of being overly biased toward
meeting customer requirements. Additional user considerations are used to gain a better
understanding of complete system trade-offs for the design team to consider in product
creation in DBD [2].
3.6.2 Customer Preference Data
Customer preference data is not as simple as generating a scalar list because customers in
aggregate will want all the benefits and none of the associated drawbacks or cost. Using what
is known as a choice experiment compels individuals to make trade-off decisions between two
or more options. While choice modeling and customer preference data aim to eliminate some
bias, there is always a great risk of bias present in the data [2].
While there are many qualitative approaches such as HCD, universal design, emotional
design, or inclusive design, all of which use observational and focus groups, there is a lack of
analytical techniques for predicting customer choice, or product demand. This data is vital
for the generation of a function for engineering design decisions [2].
Models such as the Multiple Discriminant Analysis, Multidimensional scaling, and Dis-
crete Choice Analysis (DCA) can help generate these needs. Broadly, these methods can
be divided into two categories including disaggregate approaches such as DCA that utilize
individual customer generated data, and aggregate approaches that use group averages and
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view market share as characteristics of the alternatives. Disaggregate approaches seek to ex-
plain why individuals make a particular choice in their given circumstances and therefore can
reflect changes in choice behavior among a group. Disaggregate methods are able to obtain
relatively unbiased coefficient estimates. The most common and recommended disaggregate
approach is DCA. DCA’s principal advantages are outlined below [2]:
1. Avoids paradox associated with multi-criteria approaches as it does not include weight-
ing, ranking, or normalization.
2. Addresses uncertainties associated with unobserved taste variations, model deficiencies,
and unobserved attributes through the use of probabilistic choice.
3. By considering competing products analysis of market impact and competitive actions
are addressed through what if scenarios.
4. The market testing possibilities are expanded through choice alternatives that do not
share the same set of attributes or attribute levels; this grants additional freedom to
marketing engineers.
DCA more closely resembles real purchasing behavior which reduces respondent error
and enables at the analysis of many attributes. A typical DCA is undertaken with four
major phases including [2]:
1. Identification of key customer-desired product attributes.
2. Generation of survey alternatives and collection of quantitative choice data of proposed
designs versus competing products.
3. Recording of customers’ socioeconomic and demographic background.
4. Creation of a model for demand estimation based on the probability of choice.
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A quantitative process called multinomial analysis is used to create a demand model.
The multinomial analysis-generated demand model assumes the existence of an underlying
utility function that each individual user uses for making a product selection decision. This
customer utility is a descriptive, or observed, utility that is at this point linear in nature.
This utility can be described as an expected or target value given its linear application [2].
Non-linear utility function application would aid in creating a more accurate target value
for a product [66].
Customer preference and choice modeling allows for the estimation of price for attributes,
estimate service demand in monetary terms, and allows for estimation of welfare impacts.
Without diving too far into market research and consumer preference theory, it can be seen
that customer preferences allocation and utilization could be valuable in a method for prod-
uct design in the developing world. One of the greatest challenges in the developing world
is getting honest, accurate, and unbiased customer feedback. The utilization of customer
preference methods from the DBD methods could provide valuable tools for information
gathering [2].
3.6.3 Sub-system and Product Attributes Hierarchy
In a market driven by customer demands, it is not up to a design team to determine what a
customer should or will like. Therefore, a design team cannot determine the optimal values
of product attributes. Because the characteristics of a producer, such as manufacturing
capability, are ultimately reflected in production cost, those producer characteristics can be
treated as a function of customer demands. When the common objective of a design team
is the maximization of profit, it allows for economic based modeling and the optimization of
product characteristics through monetary terms. These assumptions allow DBD to use sales
data and market share as a measure of aggregate customer demand that can, and should be,
used as the single criterion for alternative selection [2].
In the developing world, profit is not the singular focus. So, a method for generating
a monetary value on positive community impact will need to be developed. To allow for
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tools from the DBD method to be utilized in a developing world context, a careful and
mindful approach to quantifying the impact in terms of monetary value domain will need
development. A suggestion for how to bring such an important topic into this domain as net
positive impact will be addressed in subsequent chapters of the text [2].
3.6.4 Usage Context
Usage context is a proactive modeling approach used to discover driving factors under-
lying customers’ choices through the inclusion of the context in which a product is used.
Usage context is defined by Chen [2] as “all aspects describing the context of a product use
that vary under different use conditions and affect product performance and/or customer
preferences for the product attributes.”
Usage context can have a significant impact on product performance. In product design,
this impact is largely ignored believe existing methods treat product performance as a con-
stant for all users and usage contexts in choice modeling. In DBD, a modeling approach
called Usage Context-Based Design (UCBD) is used. DBD considers usage context as a
critical component of the driving factors behind a customers choices [2].
Usage Context-Based Design (UCBD) and the importance that DBD acknowledges in
usage context are quite similar to methods designed for use in the developing world, such as
appropriate technology and HCD, previously covered. The ideas from these different areas
of research can help in the creation of a more uniform and effective method for use in the
context of market-based product design in the developing world [2].
3.6.5 Products and Product Families
Acknowledging the need for meeting the diverse needs of the competitive global market,
companies are adopting product families and platforms based products in an effort to gen-
erate greater variety and reduce costs. A product family is defined by a set of products that
have been derived from a single common platform but serve a variety of market niches [2].
While individual products in a product family will share common parts and sub-assemblies,
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the specific target functions and target customers vary. By using product platforms, prod-
ucts can minimize manufacturing complexity while still providing satisfaction to a greater
variety of customers than a single product. Product families can also improve economies of
scale, facilitate customization, and can allow for relatively quick and easy development of
new products to serve discovered market niches [2].
The utilization of product family design methods from DBD will help in creating a more
effective, responsive, and economic iterative method for design for the developing world.
Using product families can allow for the development of parallel markets to serve a large
group of diverse individuals that live in the developing world [2].
3.6.6 Multidisciplinary Optimization
The final overarching step is the description of a multilevel hierarchical optimization
approach that is based upon the principles outlined previously. To achieve this in DBD,
the concept of analytical target cascading (ATC) is needed. ATC is utilized to integrate
enterprise-level planning with engineering-level development for products. A search algo-
rithm is then used to coordinate the multilevel optimization solution process. This search
algorithm explores the attributes in the engineering space that consists of a number of dis-
connected domains driven by feasible engineering constraints [2].
3.6.7 Arrow’s Theorem
Arrow’s theorem states that, “when voters have three or more distinct alternatives, no
rank order voting system can convert the ranked preferences of individuals into a community-
wide ranking while also meeting a specific set of criteria. These criteria are called unrestricted
domain, Pareto efficiency, non-dictatorship, and independence of irrelevant alternatives [2].”
To highlight the importance of using discrete choice analysis a simple example of Arrow’s
impossibility is presented [2]. Take for example an election among three candidates.
• 45 votes for 1
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• 40 votes for 2
• 30 votes for 3
In this simple example, it can be seen that Candidate 1 would win having a majority of
votes. To illustrate the importance of Arrow’s theorem, voters were also asked to cast votes
for preference. The results are as follows:
• 45 votes for 1>2>3
• 40 votes for 2>3>1
• 30 votes for 3>1>2
In this case, even though 45 votes went to Candidate 1, the ‘preferred candidate would
be Candidate 3 because it has 70 votes ranking it higher than Candidate 1. This principle
can be applied to customer choice as well, and works to generate heterogeneous customer
needs rather than homogeneous customer groups [67].
Simply put there are two informal proofs, and three underlying assumptions, which prove
the existence of Arrow’s impossibility theorem. First that there is a pivotal voter for choice
2 over 1. Second that the aforementioned pivotal voter for 2 over 1 is a dictator for 2 over
3. Lastly for any decision there can be at most one dictator.
A basic understanding of Arrow’s theorem will allow for attentive collection of quantita-
tive data. By using methods such as DCA that highlight preference instead of choice, the
customer feedback can be used more effectively. The effective use of feedback data will allow
for more accurate decision making by a design team using a lean method such as the LDW
method.
3.6.8 Framework for Decision Based Design
The tools described above are used within a framework that is the DBD method. The six
major steps of the DBD are 1) market research, 2) alternative generation and engineering
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analysis, 3) product cost modeling, 4) construction of the demand model, 5) determination
of corporate objective and risk attitude, and 6) performing optimization to determine the
preferred alternative. These six steps are detailed in the following paragraphs [2].
1. Market research: The overall goals of the market research step are 1) gathering market
data such as market size and potential market share, 2) identification of key customer
desired product attributes, and 3) assessment of competitive products [2].
2. Alternative generation: Alternative generation and engineering analysis consists of the
generation of alternative designs through the characterization of discrete or continuous
design options. Further, it requires the determining of engineering attributes and
customer-desired product attributes as functions of design options. These concepts are
generated using techniques such as those outlined in the systems engineering portion
of this chapter [2].
3. Product cost modeling: Product cost modeling includes all the costs that are incurred
during a product’s life-cycle. This includes product development expenses, manufac-
turing costs, overhead, storage, sales cost, liabilities, disposal, taxes, and incentives
[2].
4. Construction of the demand model: Construction of the demand model is the critical
step of establishing a relationship between design alternatives and market demand.
This step allows for the examination of potential market share impact that product
features, price, and services may have a variety of customers [2].
5. Determination of corporate objective and risk attitude: Determination of the selec-
tion criterion and risk attitude is required in order to make a decision among varying
product alternatives [68]. In order to avoid subjective trade-offs, a single criterion, or
cooperate interest, is used in the form of the net present value of profit. This in essence
is where utility theory in the economic sense is applied to the DBD method [2].
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6. Performing optimization: Performing optimization utilizes equations (models) to rec-
oncile design options with corporate interests, engineering constraints, and risk atti-
tude. The goal of this final step is to select a preferred design as defined by the design
options that will yield the greatest expected utility from the selection criterion [2].
In the creation of a new method for design for the developing world, many of the above
outlined steps will be utilized. Step 2 will be used to a limited extent in combination with
tools from systems engineering. Steps 4 through 6 will be used heavily throughout the
iterative process developed later in this text in Chapter 4 Section 2.5 [2].
3.7 Conclusion
This chapter has focused on three varying fields of research: Design for the Developing
World, the Lean Startup method, and several product design methods. Section 3.1 gives an
overview of the history and current practices of developing world product design from ap-
propriate technology to co-design. Section 3.2 describes Lean Startup methods and provides
definition of key terms and how those terms fit within the overall method. Next, Section
3.3 describes product design in a design for industry context. Then Section 3.4 provides
an overview of systems engineering, highlighting terms and tools that will be vital to the
development of a new design method for the developing world. Finally, Section 3.5 provides
a relevant overview and background for Decision Based Design and the tools and terms that
will be adopted in a new method in Chapter 4 of this text.
Having reviewed design for developing world, HCD, Lean Startup methods, and engineer-
ing product design, it is apparent that an opportunity exists to develop a new method that
helps address some of the weaknesses outlined above. The LDW method seeks to address the
need for a method that allows design teams focused on the developing world to succeed. By
eliminating the need for large up-front investment, the iterative method by which LDW op-
erates allows for portions of the Lean Startup method to be applied in the developing world.
Placing an emphasis on learning and iteration based upon market based feedback, the LDW
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method seeks to deliver consumer-level products to the developing world that have strong
value propositions to consumers, are profitable and have long-term viability for companies,




The Lean Design in Developing World (LDW) method is a novel, iterative design method
that can be used by businesses interested in entering developing world markets, by NGOs that
want to develop self-sustaining products, and by other organizations and entrepreneurs who
wish to design products for the developing world. The resulting products will be economically
viable both for customers and the businesses that produce the products, have strong market
growth potential, and have net positive impact on the customers and their communities.
The LDW method attempts to shorten up-front investments of time and capital and to
address data limitation issues when designing products for the developing world. Emphasis
is placed on a shortened product ideation phase and on learning about the customer from
a shortened product iteration cycle. Methods to learn about the customer are derived from
lean startup methodologies. The LDW iterative design process can produce both quantitative
and qualitative data to use in making choices on how design iterations will be conducted.
The LDW method parallels the tasks of understanding the customer and developing the
engineering design of the product which results in a shortened design cycle. The LDW
method allows businesses, NGOs, and entrepreneurs to attain long-term profitability while
also reducing customer expenditures on essential goods and services, and iterating to a net
positive impact on the customers and their communities.
4.1 Framework
At the heart of the LDW method is the assumption that the market can best identify
product value. The notion of product value must always remain the focus of the designer who
implements market-based approaches to design. The LDW method presented in this paper
borrows from DBD, engineering product design, systems engineering, design for the devel-
oping world methodologies, and the lean startup method. By pulling together best practices
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from five diverse areas of design methodology, a novel approach to designing products for
the developing world is proposed.
The LDW method has three overarching steps including: 1) Product Concept and De-
ployment 2) Validated Learning, and 3) Decision Making. The three steps are iterative in
nature and have a decision point where one of three decision choices is made including 1)
Pivot, 2) Persevere, or 3) Cancel the Product, as adopted from the lean startup literature
[7]. A diagram showing how the three overarching steps interact with one another and how
iteration in the LDW method is performed is shown in Figure 4.1. This shows the overar-
ching steps as swim-lanes and more detailed steps to complete each process as boxes within
each swim-lane. These boxes will be covered in more detail.
Figure 4.1: Flowchart showing the high level steps of the LDW method.
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4.2 Step 1: Product Concept and Deployment
The Product Concept and Deployment stage of the LDW method is a rapid formulation
of a product idea and the creation of a plan to generate value and growth hypotheses, as
defined in the lean startup methodology [7], and an impact hypothesis that is not included
in lean startup methods. Beginning actions taken by the design team in Step 1 of the LDW
method include development of initial product concepts, development of value, growth and
impact hypotheses, identification of aggregate customer needs, generation of engineering
specifications, and creation of a MVP or next generation product. Details for the Step
1: Product Concept and Deployment step are shown below in Figure 4.2. Each action is
detailed below.
Figure 4.2: Flowchart showing the steps in Step 1: Product Concept and Deployment.
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4.2.1 Initial Product Concepts
The generation of an initial product concept is developed through an analysis of how
customers spend their money. Through research in existing data repositories such as those
kept by the UN, academic publications, and NGOs, a design team can begin to identify the
areas of consumer budgets where the highest portions of income, time, and labor are spent
[11, 69–76]. These areas are then targeted for intervention by the design team.
For developing world products, it is important that the products either provide savings
on expenditures or are income-generating tools that can provide rapid return on investment
to the customers. With little to no funds available to spend on items beyond essentials,
products developed for developing world customers need to provide an attractive investment
proposition for customers. By focusing on consumer budgets, design teams can recognize
areas for the development of potential value-generating products.
4.2.2 Value, Growth, and Impact Hypotheses
The design team then works to develop an initial value hypothesis based upon projected
savings provided to the customer following the purchase of a product. This approach to
product concept generation greatly limits the up-front time required by methods such as a
deep-dive and in-depth market research used in engineering product design methodologies.
The three hypotheses, value, growth, and impact, are used as a basis for product design
requirements. Design and initial deployment of the product are handled using standard
product design methods.
The value hypothesis, adopted from the lean startup method, tests if a product delivers
value to customers [7]. A product that provides customers a net Return on Investment (ROI)
of 100 percent within one year of purchase and 300 percent ROI by the product’s end of
life is identified by Polack as delivering value [15]. The author of this thesis believes that
the ROI measures advocated by Polack [15] are a reasonable starting point for design teams
using the LDW method, but that the ROI measures should be adjusted to fit specific product
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development situations. The value hypothesis is validated in Step 2 of the LDW method
through the collection and analysis of quantitative sales data and qualitatively through the
collection of customer feedback.
In the context of the LDW method, the growth hypothesis has been modified from the
lean startup method to test market share growth of a product in a community, region, or
the entire developing world [7]. The growth hypothesis is vital to the long-term success and
viability of a product in the developing world. It should be noted that the design team must
also take into account the economic viability of fielding the product for the design firm.
A capacity for scaling the business or product to reach millions of customers across many
different regions and provide strong ROI for the customer is necessary to further reduce cost,
thus allowing for a larger market to access the product, and to aid in the success of the third
hypothesis. The growth hypothesis is validated in Step 2 of the LDW method through the
collection and analysis of quantitative sales data and qualitatively through the collection of
local point-of-sale feedback.
The impact hypothesis for the LDW method is novel to LDW and does not appear in lean
startup methodologies. This hypothesis measures the net impact upon individual consumers,
their communities, and their regions. One unified method of assessing product impact on
individual consumers, their communities, and their regions in the developing world currently
does not exist. However, depending upon the product being developed, several different
methods of evaluating the impact hypothesis are available. One notable example is the
Poverty Reduction through Irrigation and Smallholder Markets (PRISM) Programs method
developed by International Development Enterprises (iDE). The PRISM framework is a
value-chain analysis tool used by iDE in the areas they work to assess needs before an
intervention and track changes after the intervention as well. More work is needed in this
area [77].
A framework to measure impact is presented in Lucena et. al.’s Engineering and Sus-
tainable Community Development text [26] which is derived from those created by Bridger
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and Luloff. ESCD advocates for the use of several effective listening methods [24, 41, 78–80].
ESCD also suggests measuring local economic diversity, environmental sustainability, and
social justice [32]. Bridger and Luloff add that self-reliance and energy use should also be
measured [27].
While difficult to quantify, the author believes it is important for engineers designing
for the developing world to measure societal impacts of their products and retain a code of
ethics even if the target market lacks the governance to require an ethical standard through
legislation. It is important to understand that even if a lack of governance creates a unique
market, the exploitation of this circumstance is unethical. Therefore, it is vital that the
impact hypothesis is considered equal to the value and growth hypotheses.
Further details on how to iterate, refine, or affirm the original three hypotheses is provided
in step 3, decision making, of the LDW method. These details will provide methods to both
define decision gates and provide decision making tools.
4.2.3 Aggregate Customer Needs
Aggregate Customer Needs (ACN) are needs generated from a combination of sales data
with customer and point-of-sale feedback. ACN seeks to utilize both quantitative sales and
qualitative feedback data to aid in the generation of a product able to test the original three
hypotheses. Customer feedback is gathered and analyzed using tools from methods such as
those provided in the HCD Toolkit [29], but while minimizing the investment of time and
resources to collect this information. Additionally, a prioritized customer needs list can be
generated through methods such as the questionnaire method, cluster analysis method, and
the articulation method. This data then can be assimilated into customer use patterns for
the generation of a prioritized list of customer needs [5, 60, 81].
The goal of Aggregate Customer Needs (ACN) is to create heterogeneous customer needs.
To obtain this information, methods from the DBD are utilized. DBD relies heavily on
creating heterogeneous customer data to enable its market-based approaches to work. The
design team should follow those steps outlined by DBD which includes a Discrete Choice
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Analysis (DCA), a multinomial analysis, and finally a demand curve [2].
From these steps modified from DBD, a demand utility function in the form of customer
needs can be created. This utility function takes the form of a target value that increases
over time. An example of a target value line over time is shown among hypotheses values in
Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.9. These customer needs decision gates can also be utilized to create
a list of engineering attributes. These engineering attributes will lead to the next step of the
LDW method, the generation of system specifications [2].
4.2.4 Generate System Specifications
Following the generation of the hypotheses and ACN, existing engineering product de-
sign methods, such as QFD, are used to develop engineering and customer specifications,
and requirements. After specifications and requirements are developed, the creation of a
Minimum Viable Product (MVP) can begin. To generate engineering specifications for use
in creating a MVP a QFD analysis is used.
To enable use of a QFD method of generating engineering specification targets from
customer requirements, a functional decomposition is required. The need for a functional
decomposition is required as a result of the hypotheses values are unable to be directly used
as customer requirements because of all of the hypotheses being in some manner cost-driven
considerations. Therefore, functional decomposition is used to establish functional customer
requirements to enable the use of a QFD analysis. In the LDW method, an additional
box of considerations is added to the left of the QFD house to enable communication and
relationship understanding of the hypotheses interactions with other design considerations
in the QFD. This can be seen in Figure 4.3
It is important to highlight the ‘Who’ section of the QFD in the LDW should always have
multiple stakeholders. Figure 4.3 shows the four core stakeholders in any product designed
using the LDW method, the end user or customer, the community, the point-of-sale, and
the company producing the product. This ‘Who vs. Hypotheses’ section of the QFD was
developed specifically for the LDW method. To better demonstrate a sample of a hypothesis
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Figure 4.3: A modified Quality Function Deployment that incorporates the three hypotheses
from the LDW method.
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vs. Who section is shown in Table 4.1.
























Value Hypothesis - - + +
Growth Hypothesis = + + +
Impact Hypothesis + + + =
In Table 4.1 - represents a negative relationship, + represents a positive relationship,
and = represents a neutral relationship. The value hypothesis is focused on the generation
of bottom line profits. If value were the sole hypothesis, that would sacrifice community
and user benefit to maximize company and point-of-sale profit. The growth hypothesis is
focused on top line revenue growth. If it were the sole hypothesis, the growth hypothesis could
maximize potential point-of-sale and company benefits through increased sales and have no
direct impact on the user or community. The impact hypothesis seeks to maximize positive
impact to both the user and community. However, the impact hypothesis can be detrimental
to point-of-sale and the company, because to maximize units sales at the potential detriment
to profit margin. The impact hypothesis is viewed to often have a neutral relationship to
a company in business, as producing positive impact products aids in the creation of a
sustainable market for products. These relationships are highlighted not as a concrete rule
but rather to provide a starting point for design teams to create a better understanding of
how their products affect certain users. Different products might have differing relationships
depending on the intended product function.
Following a functional decomposition of a current product or customer alternative, the
design team uses a QFD to translate customer requirements into engineering specifications
to begin the process of designing products. The first step of the LDW method includes the
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conduct necessary trade-off studies and incorporates only the features considered essential.
This results in a product that is not over-designed or under-designed. In the LDW method,
this comes to life in the form on a MVP.
4.2.5 Create MVP or Next Generation Product
The product is designed using the MVP method as described in the lean startup literature.
The MVP method focuses the design team on the minimum set of features needed for a
successful product which shortens the development of the product, reduces product cost,
and allows for future testing of the three hypotheses in Step 2 of the LDW iterative loop. It
should be noted that the MVP method does not reduce product quality or reliability [24].
To create a MVP, the first step is defining the minimum feature set for the product.
This should be completed in the generation of engineering specifications through the use of
QFD. Next, the design team should compare the minimum feature set derived to the original
hypotheses set forth at the beginning of Step 1 of the LDW. This comparison attempts to
tie each feature to a specific value driver that will aid in the affirmation of the original
hypotheses. Last, for the MVP, a refined target value based upon the chosen feature is
set by comparing refined demand models to the previously generated demand model and
customer desired metrics.
4.2.6 Release Product to the Market
This step is where the product is released into the marketplace for purchase by customers.
While largely outside of the scope of LDW, specific methods to deploy products in the
developing world through the use point-of-sale locations is a field of great research. For the
LDW method the focus at this stage is to assure open channels of communication with all
point-of-sale locations, and when possible to the customers as well. This stage acts as the
transition from Step 1 to Step 2 of the LDW method.
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4.3 Step 2: Validated Learning
The Validated Learning step follows each successive product release, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.1. The purpose of this step is to learn from the product design and deployment cycle
that occurred in Step 1 in order to make a decision on the next phase of the product life-cycle.
The information gathered and analyzed in this step is fed into the decision-making process
of Step 3 of the LDW. Step 2: Validated Learning is shown in greater detail in Figure 4.4
Figure 4.4: Flowchart showing the steps for Step 2: Validated LearningThis flowchart gives
the detailed steps to complete each of the tasks required in Step 2 of the LDW method.
In order to validate the three hypotheses developed in Step 1 of the LDW, the validated
learning technique is adapted from the lean startup methodology. Validated learning in the
context of LDW is a process of demonstrating empirically that a design team has found
valuable truths about a product’s present and future prospects in the market. Validating
the three hypotheses provides valuable insight for decision-makers on the course that product
development should take. Each of the three hypotheses have slight variations on how they
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are validated as illustrated in Figure 4.4. Due to their similarities all three hypotheses will
be addressed in this section as the validated learning portion of the LDW is stepped through.
4.3.1 Collect and Prepare Sales Data
All three hypotheses require the collection and preparation of sales data to begin the
validated learning process. This data is required to enable the conversion of all hypotheses
into the monetary value domain, which enables testing between the three hypotheses to
take place. The impact hypothesis requires additional work in this step to gather additional
quantitative impact data. This quantitative impact data can take many forms, such as
carbon credits or public health measures.
4.3.2 Collect and Prepare Customer Feedback Data
Collecting and preparing customer feedback data is a vital step in the LDW. The attentive
collection and preparation of customer feedback data ensures accurate decision making later
on in the LDW method. The general means from which to collect and prepare data for each
hypothesis is outlined in the following paragraph.
For the value hypothesis customer feedback is collected and prepared for analysis. The
growth hypothesis uses point-of-sale feedback as qualitative data. The impact hypothesis
uses the previously prepared quantitative data-driven impact measures and the collection
and attempted monetization of additional impact measures on the community and end user
such health and safety concerns. This data provides a qualitative and quantitative data bank
that can be used in later stages of the design process as required.
4.3.3 Conversion to Single Criterion for Decision Making
Converting to a single criterion allows for the even comparison of various factors that play
into the decision making process. A single criterion is one essential unit of measure affecting
all factors in the decision-making process. For the LDW this criterion is the monetary value
domain.
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The value hypothesis is brought into the monetary value domain using bottom-line profit
generated by the product over time. The growth hypothesis is brought into the monetary
value domain though the use of top-line revenue growth over time. The impact hypothesis
is brought into the monetary value domain by looking at the quantitative impact data
previously gathered and through the use of a biasing value that encompasses those values
that are not yet able to be directly brought into the monetary value domain. The biasing
value is a multiplier added to the total unit sales to provide an educated estimate of positive
impacts provided by a product. The biasing value is meant to augment those measures,
like carbon credits, that are not always completely representative of the positive impacts
provided by a product. The biasing of the impact hypothesis is discussed further in Chapter
7 of this thesis, Future Work.
A simple example of how to generate monetary value domain values for each of the three
hypotheses is provided below.
Value Hypothesis value is generated from investigating bottom-line profit margin.
Simply put:
V alueHypothesis = Income− Cg − Co (4.1)
Where Cg represents the cost of goods, and Co represents costs of operation for the
company at a per unit delivered basis. The value hypothesis looks at accounting income
as expressed by calculating the difference between income and the cost of the goods and
operating expenses to produce those goods.
Growth Hypothesis value is generated from forecasted revenue value added. This is
generated taking the average growth of the previous six months (or less when not available)
to generate a forecasted growth rate. This growth rate is then used to project sales. This
sales projection is then used to achieve the projected net profit increase.
GrowthHypothesis = Sprojected ∗NPunit (4.2)
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Where Sprojected is projected sales growth as defined above and NPunit is the net profit
generated on a per unit basis.
Impact Hypothesis value is generated by both quantitative impact measures and the
addition of a biasing multiplier that works to encompass as of yet non-quantifiable positive
impacts generated by a product on a per unit basis.
ImpactHypothesis = U ∗ (β ∗ I) (4.3)
Where U represents units sold, β represents the impact bias factor, and I represents the
quantifiable impact factor per unit. One example of of quantifiable impact data is emissions
credit trading.
4.3.4 Prepare Additional Considerations or Trends for Use in Step 3: Decision
Making
This step provides an opportunity for the design team to investigate the qualitative data
gathered during validated learning in order to produce a more complete picture than can be
created when considering only qualitative data. This data will enable the testing of the three
hypotheses against seven decision gates defined by the LDW in step 3: decision making.
This step allows for additional means of identifying necessary Pivots by the design team.
Recognizing Pivots early in the design process eliminates waste in the form of time and
financial resources being allocated to products that are not viable in the market.
4.3.5 Enter Decision Making
Having gathered data, prepared data, brought the hypotheses into the monetary value
domain, and considered qualitative data, the design can now enter the third step of the LDW
method: decision-making. In decision-making, the design team will compare the monetary
value domain values of the three hypotheses against a target value that is required for a
viable product.
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4.4 Step 3: Decision-Making
The final step of the LDW method is to make the decision to either 1) Pivot, 2) Persevere,
or 3) Cancel the Product. The decision is made using the information derived from Step 2
of the LDW. A more detailed flowchart showing the methods in Step 3: Decision Making is
shown in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5 gives a more detailed view of the necessary steps that take
place within Step 3 of the LDW method.
Figure 4.5: Flowchart showing the steps for Step 3: Decision Making. This flowchart gives
the detailed steps to complete each of the tasks required in Step 3 of the LDW method.
4.4.1 Test 3 Hypotheses Against Target Value in Aggregate
The first step in the decision making process is to test the three hypotheses in aggregate
against the target value for the product set during Step 1 of the LDW method. In general,
the three hypotheses can be simply added together at each step to compare to the target
value. However, simply looking at the output numbers does not provide as meaningful a
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story as graphical data. Graphical data can often show that even if the hypotheses are
numerically valid, trends can paint an even more important story. An example of this is
show in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Graph of a target value vs. delivered monetary value domain hypotheses value
in aggregate. This particular graphical representation of target value vs. delivered monetary
domain shows a product that is not currently viable and will require a Pivot by the design
team.
The target value is the delivered net value required from a product to render it viable.
This target value is a benchmark set forth by a design team to assure that the target value,
as previosuly defined, is being attained or exceeded by the implemented design. This value
incorporates the value required for a sustainable business, defined as a business that can
generate return on investment for shareholders and investors within a three to five year time
frame. This value incorporates the value required to be delivered to the customer in the
form of both impact and target ROI for the customer.
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4.4.2 Test 3 Hypotheses Against Target Value Individually
The next step in the process is to test each of the three hypotheses individually against a
target value that is equal to one third of the total target value. This enables comparison of
each hypothesis against a common target value graphically. An example of such a comparison
is shown in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: Graph of a one third of total target value vs. delivered individual monetary
value domain hypotheses.
At this stage the design team enters the first of many decision gates in step 3 of the LDW
method. The design team needs to determine if the hypotheses meet or exceed the target
value, both in aggregate and individually. Figure 4.6 shows an example of a product that
does not meet the target value in aggregate and thus immediately it becomes clear a Pivot
is required in order to assure a viable product. Figure 4.8 however shows an example of a
product that does meet, and exceeds target values in aggregate. This scenario allows for
movement onto the next step of the decision making process. Figure 4.8 shows a product
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that will require a Pivot. This is beause all three of the hypotheses are currently below the
target value line and are indicating a slowing growth in value.
Figure 4.8: Graph of a successful product’s target value vs. delivered monetize hypotheses
value in aggregate.
4.4.3 Determine if Hypotheses Meet or Exceed Target Value
The next step in decision making is to test if the hypotheses meet or exceed the target
value individually. This process looks at both trends and current values to determine if
individually the three hypotheses are valid. This step is very much case-dependent on what
a design team sets as its overall goals and priorities in a project. While ideally all three
hypotheses will be above the target value reference, it is not a requirement. Having two out
of the three hypotheses over the target value and having an aggregate value of the three
hypotheses over the target value is sufficient to allow movement to the next stage in the
decision making process. An example of a product that is not viable is shown in Figure 4.7.
An example of a viable product where are three hypotheses are above the target value is
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shown in Figure 4.9. Figure 4.9 shows a viable aggregate hypotheses value with respect to
the target value set forth by the design team.
Figure 4.9: Graph of a viable product’s one third of total target value vs. delivered individual
monetary value domain hypotheses.
If the product is not deemed viable in the comparison to target value step, it is recom-
mended to either perform a Pivot and develop new hypotheses or to Cancel the Product.
Determining if Cancelling or Pivoting is appropriate is case-dependent. If there have been
numerous unsuccessful product pivots, cancelling the product may be the only option.
4.4.4 Determine if Hypotheses Meet or Exceed Gates Defined by LDW
If a design team’s product meets or exceeds the target values set forth in the previous
step, a set of seven decision gates is used to further investigate if a product is viable in a
developing world context.
1. No hypotheses can result in a negative value over the long-term (greater
than 1 year.) In the short-term, the value or growth hypotheses can be negative
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because the focus of the LDW method is long-term sustainable growth. Sacrificing
short-term growth or value for long-term gain is advisable. The impact hypothesis
should never be a negative value as producing a product that creates a net negative
impact on the target user or their community is not an acceptable proposition even
over a short time frame.
2. The Value hypothesis must sustainably deliver value to both the consumer
and business. Value is measured in monetary terms. Remember that the monetary
units of measure represent many considerations beyond profit following the monetiza-
tion of value, growth, and impact considerations as defined by the hypotheses generated
in step one of the LDW.
3. The Value hypothesis must create income-generating tools or products that
are able to pay back their purchase price to the customer within one year.
This represents the 100% ROI within one year, and 300% ROI over product life cycle
as proposed by Paul Polak [15]. The income generated by a product must provide
value for both the consumer and producer of products.
4. The Growth hypothesis shall enable scaling measures to reach a large num-
ber of customers within a given time frame. For example one hundred thousand
resource-poor customers within 3 years. This measure is creating a sufficient scale to
both increase revenue as well as make a notable impact on resource poor regions in the
developing world.
5. The Growth hypothesis shall retain scaling capacity and identifiable future
markets for expansion. Sustainable growth and expansion of potential markets
is one of the biggest advantages that a market-based strategy maintains over user-
centered approaches. Attentively measuring and understanding growth is a central
consideration for the LDW method.
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6. The Impact hypothesis shall have a quantitative value that can be brought
into the monetary value domain. To enable effective decision making, the net
impacts of a product must be able to be brought into the monetary value domain in
order to assure a well-informed balancing of the three central hypotheses in the LDW
method.
7. The Impact hypothesis shall retain future goals or community planning
when applicable. Support and service is an important portion of all design meth-
ods. In the developing world, development of the community is vital if meaningful
support and service are to be possible by a design team [26]. Providing support is
not only vital to providing product in a sustainable manner, but also vital to allowing
effective, efficient, and meaningful information for future iterations of products. One
of the greatest challenges faced by startups working in the developing world is the
consistent and accurate gathering of customer feedback data [50]. Collecting this data
in imperative for a design team utilizing the LDW method. By focusing on creating a
positive impact for community development, the design team will allow for informed
decision-making, a consistent and established market, and increasing positive impact
from their products.
If a product fails to meet any of these decision gates as determined by the design team,
a Pivot or Canceling the Product is recommended. These decision gates help to define if a
product is not only viable for the company producing the products, but also if they have the
potential to create net positive impact on the end users and their communities. These seven
decision gates are guidelines to provide a framework for a design team to develop additional
decision gates to augment this list to help assure that their products will produce net positive
impacts on the communities in which they are used.
Each of these gates have varying time frames for effective application. For example every
month it should be assured that no hypothesis is delivering a negative value. Every quarter
a design team should assure that products are on track to delivering sufficient ROI to the
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customer. Bi-annually the design team can look at the product for larger trends in the sales
data and determine if a Pivot or Perseverance is required. Each year the ROI delivered to
both the company and customer can be affirmed. 3-5 years into a design teams venture
affirmation of sufficient return to shareholders should be validated.
4.4.5 Determine if Trends Predict Need for Pivot in Next Iteration
Even if the product is shown to be able to produce a value greater than the target value,
the team must compare the trends of the product and project whether the target value will
continue to be reached in the immediate future of the product. The LDW method is aimed
at smaller growth-oriented companies. Creating products that show strong growth potential
is vital to creating viable products with the LDW method. If trends point toward flat growth
or impact then even if the target value is being reached, a Pivot or Canceling the Product
should be considered.
The method for decision-making is highly complex and dependent on each design context.
In Chapter 5, a case study is outlined in order to provide greater tactile detail regarding this
process. This study closely followed many of the steps used in DBD, which itself uses many
tools from existing product design methods. It is advisable for any design team using the
LDW method to become well-versed in select tools from DBD, product design, and systems
engineering to optimize the effectiveness of the LDW method.
While utility theory is at this point a simple linear function with discrete time steps,
future work in this area could provide a more automated and metric-driven decision process
for a design team using the LDW method. Far more work and attentive engineering will
be required to adjust the utility function effectively. While outside the scope of this thesis,
utility theory and its potential positive impacts to future development in the LDW method
are provided in the discussion of this thesis.
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4.4.6 Pivot
A design team choosing to Pivot will return to Step 1 at the point of defining the three
hypotheses. New information collected in Step 2 of the LDW provides the design team
with relevant information to significantly change the three hypotheses to more accurately
represent the market. The design team then continues through Step 1 and the rest of the
LDW iteration cycle. When conducting a Pivot, even if only one of the hypotheses failed
to reach the target value, it is recommended to reevaluate all three hypotheses as they are
interconnected.
4.4.7 Persevere
Choosing to Persevere requires the design team to determine what, if any, portions of
Step 1 need to be modified. The design team can reenter Step 1 at either the aggregate
customer needs, generate engineering specifications, set specification targets, or create MVP
stage of Step 1. Alternatively, the design team may find that none of the stages of Step 1
need to be revisited. Instead, the design team will reenter Step 2 after sufficient new data is
collected that indicates a reanalysis of the data should be conducted, as shown in Figure 4.5.
It is important to pay close attention to where reentry into Step 1 occurs or if reentry into
Step 2 is appropriate. Needlessly revisiting stages of Step 1 uses valuable time and resources
that could otherwise go toward releasing the next iteration of the product. Skipping stages
of Step 1 and directly reentering Step 2 without careful analysis of the data can lead to a
delay in design changes that could benefit validation of the three hypotheses.
4.4.8 Canceling the Product
Canceling the Product terminates the LDW for the product entirely and the product
is discontinued. This option can be chosen for a variety of reasons such as there being no
viable market for the product or any derivation of the product. While canceling a product
is never ideal, an advantage to the LDW method is the reduced upfront investment makes
the design team more willing to Cancel the Product when necessary.
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4.4.9 Combined Result
Both Pivoting and Persevering can occur when the design team determines that both
options are appropriate. This means that there is a viable market for both the original
product and a derivative product. Pivoting and Persevering is analogous to the creation of
product families in product design and systems engineering methods. A design team working
with the LDW doing a combined pivot and perseverance will use the same tools outlined in
the steps above but perform the operations independently of one another.
4.5 Tracking Product Development Iterations
To aid in tracking product development and branching, nomenclature for record keeping
in the LDW method has been developed following the IDEF0 nomenclature approach. Part
of the IDEF family of modeling languages, IDEF0 is built upon the functional modeling
language Structured Analysis and Design Technique (SADT) [42, 43]. An example of a Lean
Iterative Framework (LIF) flowchart with multiple products can be seen in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Flowchart outlining the Lean Iterative Framework to track product decision
making.
A product with the designation A represents the original product. Each increase in
letter from A through B, C, D, etc., represents a Pivot away from the original A product.
A number following the product letter designation represents each Perseverance made in a
product line. When a product is canceled, it is indicated with an X in the place of the
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Perseverance placeholder. Managing and clearly displaying the product development history
is vital to avoid repetition of past iterations.
4.6 Conclusion
The LDW method seeks to reduce the upfront investment required by design teams when
entering the developing world, shorten design cycle iterations, provide compelling ROI cases
for customers that frees up portions of their incomes for other uses, and create products that
have positive impacts on the consumers, their communities, and their regions. Entrepreneurs,
businesses, and NGOs will benefit from the LDW by developing products that in addition
to providing value to customers, having long-term growth potential, and having positive
impacts, are also profitable. Utilizing an iterative approach, the LDW method stresses
leveraging sales data, customer feedback, and point-of-sale feedback to evaluate and refine
the three hypotheses of 1) value, 2) growth, and 3) impact. To accomplish this, the LDW
uses three overarching steps:
• Step 1: Product Concept and Deployment
• Step 2: Validated Learning
• Step 3: Decision-Making
Using tools and methods from various design for industry techniques, lean startup meth-
ods, and existing design for the developing world methods, the LDW seeks to address the
lack of a market-centered method in the developing world. Using three hypotheses that
require constant refinement and iteration, this novel method seeks to use the strengths of a
variety of methods when looked at in a developing world context. To highlight and affirm
the LDW’s ability to produce successful products in the developing world, case studies are




Several companies are currently implementing methods analogous to the LDW and have
served as inspiration for development of the LDW. The case studies presented below are
used as both validations of the LDW method and as tools to highlight the strengths of the
method. Two case studies are presented. One is fictional; the other is an analysis of the real
world experience of Nokero USA, LLC.
The fictional case study is presented to enable a detailed view at how a design team may
utilize the LDW method. By using a fictional case, more detailed and specific information
can be publicly presented to allow for a more complete explanation of the method.
The Nokero case study provides a unique perspective on designing for the developing
world. The Nokero case demonstrates the application of the LDW method to several years
of product iteration as well as a providing examples of Pivots into a variety of markets
discovered during the numerous product iterations the company has performed since 2010.
5.1 Fictional Case Study
To aid in the understanding of the LDW method, a fictional, idealized case study is
provided to illustrate the process to design a renewable source of light for regions in sub-
Saharan Africa that traditionally have relied on kerosene fuels for lighting their homes. The
fictional product, named the Sol-D, was created to address customers who spend up to 30 %
of their income on kerosene fuels to light their homes. With specific data and assumptions
the design team began the process of generating initial hypotheses [82].
5.1.1 Initial Product Concept
The Sol-D design team used data provided by the United Nations Environment Pro-
gramme (UNEP) gathered in Nigeria to highlight a need for a new product. UNEP stated
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that people in rural Nigeria spend up to 30% of their income on kerosene fuels for lighting
purposes. The design team decided that creating a renewable source of light to replace the
need to purchase kerosene fuel for lighting could create value for the customer and free up
more of their income for other expenses. The team settled on creating a solar powered light
bulb to provide the renewable source of energy as the initial product concept. With an initial
concept for a solar powered bulb in place, the design team developed the value, growth, and
impact hypotheses as defined by the LDW method.
5.1.2 Value, Growth, and Impact Hypotheses
The Sol-D design team created three hypotheses to test the initial product concept. The
hypotheses are outlined individually below.
Value Hypothesis: Customers will eliminate the need to purchase kerosene for lamps by
utilizing a renewable source of energy for lighting. The product will remain at a price point
where the customer will see a 100% ROI for the product within the first year of usage and
a 300 % total return on investment during the product’s life cycle. Pricing information for
various forms of lighting is provided below in Table 5.1 for design consideration.





Yearly Cost/Lumen Yearly Cost/Lumen
Kerosene Lamp
(Glass Cover)
5.8 59.8 1.99 1.8
Kerosene Lamp
(Simple Wick)
1.9 55.9 2.236 2.16
Candle 0.1 5.26 5.26 5.16
Flashlight 2 9.2 0.46 0.36
Solar Lantern
(Small)
15 15 1 0
Solar Lantern
(Large)
35 35 0.875 0
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Looking at the data, one can see that an average family in Nigeria that burns kerosene
for lighting, 59.8 % of all households, uses 4.46 USD per month to light their home. In
order to produce a solar lantern that could pay for itself in the first year of usage the
solar lantern would need to cost less than 53 USD to be of any value to the end user. As
mentioned previously, it is not sufficient to deliver customer expectations; the expectation
must be exceeded to truly provide a product of value for both the end user and the company
producing the products.
The goal to exceed expectations is validated by the fact that current solar lanterns studied
by UNEP cost between 18 and 35 USD, and still these lanterns are not rapidly replacing
kerosene as a lighting source for the majority of Nigerians. Upon further investigation, the
design team realized that the value proposition was falling short of the ROI criterion. Solar
lanterns were often failing within the first year of use. Therefore, they were not producing
a 300 % ROI. To achieve this ROI goal, either a more robust base solar design was needed
or a product with more rapid ROI was required. The design team decided for the first
product design to attempt to reach the ROI through a lower price point that would reduce
the time for the product to reach 300 % ROI in the product’s life cycle. The target price
point therefore was determined to be below 17.84 USD.
A value of 17.84 USD was developed by looking at the cost per lumen delivered over a
year of lighting use. Assuming four hours of light each night as described by UNEP, the
costs are as follows in Table 5.2. The 17.84 Value is the initial price that would create a
300% ROI as compared to a kerosene lamp with a simple wick.
The target was set at 15 USD for the original value hypothesis. This value was set in an
effort to meet the two parameters set forth by the design team: a ROI in the first year and
300 % within product life cycle. To increase the value to the end user, the design team will
attempt to halve the cost per lumen of light delivered from a standard kerosene lamp.
Growth Hypothesis: Product demand was expected to be generated organically through
word of mouth after initial introduction to a limited set of local points of sale. The driver for
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Table 5.2: Year cost per lumen delivered by various lighting sources.
Lumens Monthly Cost/Lumen Year Cost/Lumen
Kerosene Lamp (Glass Cover) 30 Lumens 0.15 USD 1.99 USD
Kerosene Lamp (Simple Wick) 25 Lumens 0.18 USD 2.236 USD
Candle 1 Lumen 0.43 USD 5.26 USD
Flashlight 20 Lumens 0.3 USD 3.6 USD
Solar Lantern (Small) 15 Lumens 0.0 USD 1.0 USD
Solar Lantern (Large) 40 Lumens 0.0 USD 0.875 USD
this growth model was the value hypothesis. The design team chose a value-driven growth
model feeling the rapid ROI would provide an attractive value proposition to the user that
would become a sustainable and reliable way of reducing financial burdens by eliminating
the need for kerosene fuels.
While the design team could have adopted an impact driven growth model based upon
on the increased health of the end user generated from the elimination of pollutants from
kerosene burning, it was determined that the value proposition would be more tangible to
the end user. It was determined that an impact-driven growth model could be adopted if, in
the future, NGOs were to become direct customers with large philanthropic-oriented points
of sale. To enable this model, carbon credit accreditation could be acquired to quantify
and monetize the reduction in carbon emissions created from the reduction in kerosene fuel
burning. To achieve successful growth, it was determined that product sales will need to
increase an average of 5 % per month for the first six month of sales.
Impact Hypothesis: The product will provide a safe and renewable source of light elim-
inating harmful pollutants generated from the burning of fossil fuel lanterns [83]. The first
metric from which to attempt to measure impact from the Sol-D product was to quantify
the potential climate change mitigation benefits. According to the UNEP a full transition
to sustainable off-grid lighting away from kerosene fuels in Nigeria would reduce carbon
emissions by 6.4 million tons annually. There are an estimated 39.8 million homes with
glass-covered kerosene lamps and 17.8 million with simple, and far more hazardous, wick
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lamps. This means a total of 57.6 million households with kerosene lamps all burning nearly
10 liters a month are creating the aforementioned 6.4 million tons of carbon dioxide entering
the atmosphere each year. The design team hoped to reach one million customers within the
first year of sales. This would equate to about 1.7 % of kerosene lamp households reducing
carbon emissions by 100,000 tons per year.
Additional potential positive impacts would be better quality of light, reduction of fuel
emissions related health issues, reduction of toxic fumes, and reduction of fire hazards.
While potentially quantifiable, the benefits of these impacts were difficult for the design
team to measure, and it was determined that a singular focus on reduced carbon emissions
would be the focal impact for the first iteration. The potential positive impacts from these
considerations was included in a bias value that multiplied the impact factor as calculated
using carbon credits by two. This value was an educated guess as developed by the Sol-D
design team and will require more research to refine and optimize its accuracy to the actual
impact value.
5.1.3 Aggregate Customer Needs
The aggregate customer needs were refined after the release of an MVP. The design team
used the initial hypotheses as a way to generate engineering specifications in lieu of directly
collecting customer input during the initial development of a MVP. The requirements for
lumens at a set cost to be half that of kerosene drove the design considerations. These
considerations can be seen in Table 5.3 which outlines how the design team achieved the
specifications for the initial product design.
To calculate the customer-desired specifications from the engineering attributes, the fol-
lowing equations were required. First, to calculate the charging time required the size of the






Table 5.3: Initial Sol-D Design Considerations
Customer Desired Range Target Value
Run Time 0-24 Hours 4.8 Hours
Charging Time 0-12 Hours 8 Hours
Brightness 0-500 Lumens 16 Lumens
Mass 0-1000 Grams 100 Grams
Directionality 0-360 Degrees 180 Degrees
Engineering Attributes Range Target Value
LED Efficiency 0%-40% 20%
Watts/LED 0.01-5 Watts/Diode 0.05 Watts/Diode
Number of LEDs 0-10 Diodes 4 Diodes
Average Solar Input 0-1000 mA/hour 100 mA/hour
LED Efficacy 0-100 lumens/Watt 80 lumens/Watt
Pivot 0-360 degrees 180 degrees
Battery Size 500-5000 mA/hour 800 mA/hour
Battery Voltage 0.5 V 1.2 V
Drain 0-1000 mA/hour 166.66 mA/hour
Next in order to calculate the brightness of the LED solar light the efficacy of the LED
diodes and the power delivered to the LED from the battery was required. It was then
calculated using:
φV = P ∗ η (5.2)
Where φV is the brightness of the light in lumens, P is the power delivered to the LED
from the battery, and η the efficiency of the LED diode(s).





Where RunTime is the hours the light can run on a full charge, Capacitybattery is the
battery capacity in milliamp hours, and Drain is the amount of milli-amp hours drawn from
the battery per hour.
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5.1.4 Generate Engineering Specifications
First, a functional decomposition was required to establish product functions for a re-
newable lighting source. A very high-level decomposition, as seen in Figure 5.1, yields four
functions for the ’How’ section of the QFD.
Figure 5.1: A functional decomposition for Sol-D case study regarding a renewable source
of lighting.
From Table 5.3, the design team identified the main customer-desired functions and
specifications to be run time, charging time, and brightness of the light. To translate the
customer-desired functions, a QFD was developed. The simplified QFD that was used for
the generation of engineering specifications can be seen in Figure 5.2
5.1.5 Create Minimum Viable Product
The next step for the design team after specification generation was the development of
the MVP to begin the iterative process. The design team utilized the development meth-
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Figure 5.2: Simple QFD for the generation of engineering specifications for the Sol-D MVP
ods outlined in the LDW methodology section. Using the methods derived from systems
engineering and DBD in Step 1 of the LDW process, the design team developed a MVP,
which only performs contains the minimum feature set and specifications required. These
functions were to deploy efficient light, meet a target runtime and charge time, and produce
sufficient brightness for home use. The MVP was named the Sol-D, a lamp that cost 10 USD
to manufacture and would be sold to the end user at 15 USD to meet the requirements of
the value hypothesis. The product also projected a yearly cost/lumen of 1 USD as compared
to 2 USD for a large kerosene lantern. This gave the product an ROI of 300 % in 10 months
as compared to the kerosene lantern. The design team used a mix of local points of sale
in Nigeria and NGOs with experience in sub-saharan Africa. After an MVP product was
produced, the design team entered Step 2 of the LDW method.
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5.1.6 Validated Learning
Six months after the release of the Sol-D MVP, the design team entered into the heart
of Step 2, validated learning, with six months of sales data, customer feedback, and point of
sale feedback. With this data, the team tested the three hypotheses. A simplified table is
shown to highlight some of the insights the team collected from the sales data in Table 5.4:
Table 5.4: Summary of hypotheses testing sales data from first 6 months of Sol-D sales
Hypotheses Months 1-2 Months 3-4 Months 5-6 Average per Month
Value $11,000 $23,000 $3,500 $6,250
Growth (115%) $23,650 $49,450 $7,525 $13,437
Impact $803 $1,679 $255 $456
Impact w/ Bias $5,203 $11,879 $1,655 $3,123
The monetary value domain Value was determined by investigation of current revenue
of sales. The net profit was found to average $6,250 USD per month of sales. The Growth
was brought into the monetary value domain by taking the forecasted revenue given the
current average growth rate. With a growth rate calculated to be an average of 115% per
month during the first six months of sales, the projected sales increase would be $40,312
USD in increased net profit. The monetization of the impact hypothesis was generated
through carbon credits at 2012 ETS prices of approximately $10 per ton of CO2. This value
was calculated to be approximately 0.30 USD per bulb per year. Multiplying this by the
number of bulbs sold gives the relatively limited monetary value domain impact value. To
attempt to encapsulate more of the potential positive impacts, an unproven value of $2 USD
per bulb was added into the ’biased’ impact value. This value was estimated by the design
team as the potential benefits per bulb beyond that created by reduced carbon emissions.
It is important to note that while there are likely additional positive impacts, because they
are not yet directly brought into the monetary value domain they must be noted as biased
estimates and not as accurate as the carbon credit-driven impact measurement. With this
data, the design team was able to evaluate the three hypotheses.
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Value Hypothesis: The sales team saw strong sales over the six month period. At close
examination, it was seen that months two and three had large sales spikes relative to the
other months. This was found to coincide with harvesting time in the target region, and
thus saw an influx of cash in the hands of prospective customers who were chiefly rural
farmers. Sales quickly dropped off, with only the second month being profitable. While
sales were promising during the harvest months, the value hypothesis was determined to
need reassessment to assure that the next harvest period would bring another sales spike. A
summary of the first 6 month of sales growth and profits is shown in Table 5.5
Table 5.5: First 6-months of Sol-D sales
Metric Month 0 Months 1-2 Months 3-4 Months 5-6 Average Summary
Units Sold 0 2200 4600 700 1250 7500
Growth 0% 450% 3% -98% 118% 355%
Revenue $0 $33,000 $69,000 $10,500 $37,500 $112,500
Net Profit $0 $11,000 $23,000 $3,500 $12,500 $37,500
Costs ($100,000) ($30,000) ($30,000) ($30,000) ($30,000) ($190,000)
Profit ($100,000) ($19,000) ($7,000) ($26,500) ($17,500) ($152,500)
Growth Hypothesis: The points of sale noted that the customers were hesitant to purchase
the product due to its cost. However, more customers have been inquiring about the product
as word spreads of the potential savings over time from eliminating the need for kerosene
fuels. It is evident that there is a cyclical base of customers that revolve around the crop
seasons. The design team noted this and decided that corresponding product releases with
this cycle will best aid in growth. The sales growth of the six month period was 805 % from
the first month of sales, so sales projections were well short of reaching 1 million customers
in 3 years of sales. Diversification or refinement of the target market demand was required.
The design team decided a full fiscal year must pass by to better understand the spike in
sales before the hypothesis can be completely evaluated.
Impact Hypothesis: The design team used a metric for impact based upon carbon credits
as traded by the Emissions Trading System (ETS) credits. While ETS credits have taken a
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substantial hit in prices lately, a value of 10 USD per ton of CO2 was used to ascertain the
impact of each bulb. Additional unrealized benefits include improved air quality, reduction
in reliance on irregular kerosene supplies and reduced fire hazards. The design team decided
to take two actions for the impact hypothesis. First, by focusing on increased sales growth,
where more emphasis is placed on growth over value, more people can be positively impacted
using the carbon credit method of impact measure. Second, to aid in a more comprehensive
understanding of impact, a hypothetical placeholder of 2 USD per bulb per year was added
to the 0.36 USD impact measure provided by carbon credits as priced by ETS. This value
represented a rough estimate of the as yet unmeasurable aspects of the positive impacts
provided by each bulb sold.
5.1.7 Decision-Making
Following the testing of the hypotheses and monetization of the feedback the Sol-D design
team entered the decision making step of the LDW method. With this data the team decided
to gather additional customer feedback to allow for the examination of design alternatives in
order to increase the impact of the products. This was in response to the limited monetary
value domain value provided through the impact as compared to the growth and value
hypotheses when tested using utility theory. A graph showing the relative monetary value
domain values for each of the three hypotheses as compared to the expected value is seen in
Figure 5.3. The individual hypotheses against one third of the expected value is shown in
Figure 5.4. To have a valid hypothesis the hypotheses should all be above the linear expected
value line. The goal was to maximize utility while trying to maintain a balance between all
three hypotheses to help assure that there is no one hypothesis that is being optimized at
the detriment of others while still maintaining valid hypotheses compared to the expected
value.
From the figures above it was clear that a Pivot was required as at the end of six months
all three of the hypotheses were not valid in comparison to the target value when compared
in aggregate. When investigated individually it was seen that the impact hypothesis was the
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Figure 5.3: Expected value vs. Actual returned value for the Sol-D product over the first
six months of sales.
Figure 5.4: One third of Expected value vs. Actual returned value for each of the three
individual hypotheses over the first six months of sales for the Sol-D product.
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worst performer of all three hypotheses. Having decided to Pivot, the design team entered
the first step of the LDW and redefined the value, growth, and impact hypotheses.
5.1.8 Step 1: First Iteration and Redefinition of Hypotheses
It was decided to estimate design alternatives using a simplified Multinomial Logit DCA
model to enable a more accurate hypotheses generation in response to customer data. This
DCA took the form of three alternatives in a point allocation based survey. The customers
and points of sale were given 6 points to allocate to design choices. The choices and form of
the survey is shown below in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Multinomial Logit model survey for customers of original Sol-D product.
Attribute 1 Point 2 Points 3 Points
Brightness (Lumens) 15 40 100
Run Time (Hours) 2 4 6
Price (USD) 30 15 5
A total of 27 different choice sets can be generated. From this, two distinct patterns
emerged and two classes of customers were discerned. A class of customers that have rel-
atively larger cash flows, mostly those who were identified as points of sale, and a class of
customers who have very limited cash flows. The limited cash flow groups choices are shown
below in Table 5.7.
Table 5.7: Multinomial Logit model survey for results for limited cash flow customers.
Attribute 1 Point 2 Points 3 Points Selected Attributes
Brightness (Lumens) 15 40 100 15
Run Time (Hours) 2 4 6 4
Price (USD) 30 15 5 5
The design team recognized the lower cash flow market as a potential market for increas-
ing unit sales and thus increasing net impact, potentially at the detriment to value. Even
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though the growth was the most effective of the three hypotheses once brought into the
monetary value domain, it is important to realize that the first step of the process sees rapid
growth that will likely taper over time as shown in Figure 5.5, but this may be a seasonal
effect. By increasing growth, the value provided to impact and future profit can be greatly
enhanced. The demand data generated from this class of customers showed the need for
redefined hypotheses:
Value Hypothesis: Customers will eliminate the need to purchase kerosene for lamps by
utilizing a renewable source of energy for lighting. The product will remain at a price point
where the customer will see a ROI for the product within the first year of usage and a 300
% total return on investment during the product’s life cycle. The design team decided to
attempt to reduce the price of the bulb to near 5 USD while still generating a reasonable
profit for the company producing the product. The unit will deliver light at least as bright
as a kerosene lamp, 15 lumens, allow for 4 hours of use, and aim to minimize charging time
required to assure a full charge each day.
The redefined value hypothesis had much better defined metrics following the gathering
of customer feedback. This will allow for a more precise value hypothesis for testing in future
iterations of the Sol-D product portfolio.
Growth Hypothesis: The bulb of lower cost was planned to be released prior to harvest
season. Releasing the lower cost bulb, with lower margin, would enable the bulb to be
purchased by more customers, thus increasing the monetary value domain growth value as
well as aid in increasing the monetary value domain impact value.
Impact Hypothesis: Impact will be increased as sales to replace as many kerosene lamps
as possible minimize health hazards, fire hazards, and CO2 emissions. The design team
continued to work to more effectively monetize impacts beyond reduction of carbon emissions,
considering positive impacts such as reduced fire risk, improved air quality, and more reliable
access to lighting by eliminating the need to consistently purchase kerosene fuel.
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The DCA that helped create refined hypotheses became the refined ACN that the design
team was required to create in step 1 of the LDW. The next stage was to generate new
engineering specifications. The generation of engineering specifications was accomplished in
the same manner as before using a QFD with refined weightings to better define the needs
of the customers. The newly generated engineering specifications for the Pivoted product
are seen in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8: Sol-Delight Design Considerations and Desired Values
Customer Desire Desired Value Sol-Delight Value
Run Time 4 Hours 4.0 Hours
Charging Time 1-12 Hours 6 Hours
Brightness 15 Lumens 14.4 Lumens
Mass 0-1000 Grams 80 Grams
Directionality 180 Degrees 180 Degrees
Engineering Attributes Range Target Value
LED Efficiency 0%-40% 20%
Watts/LED 0.01-5 Watts/Diode 0.06 Watts/Diode
Number of LEDs 0-10 Diodes 3 Diodes
Average Solar Input 0-1000 mA/hour 100 mA/hour
LED Efficacy 0-100 lumens/Watt 80 lumens/Watt
Pivot 0-360 degrees 180 degrees
Battery Size 500-5000 mA/hour 600 mA/hour
Battery Voltage 0.5-2 V 1.2 V
Drain 0-1000 mA/hour 150 mA/hour
5.1.9 Validated Learning: Sol-D Second Generation (Sol-Delight)
The new product was called the Sol-Delight. The Sol-Delight was designed to greatly
increase sales volume to enable effective validation of the redefined hypotheses. The first six
months of sales of the Sol-Delight largely confirmed all three hypotheses. The company was
now on track to turn a profit in the first three years. Sales increased at a steady rate and
excpected to achieve 1 million customers in the first 5 years of sales. Impact of the lamps
increases with the increase of units sold.
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5.1.10 Decision Making: Sol-D Second Generation (Sol-Delight)
Following the testing of the hypotheses and monetization of the feedback, the Sol-D design
team entered the decision-making step of the LDW for the second generation product. A
graph showing the relative monetary value domain values for each of the three hypotheses
is compared to the expected value as seen in Figure 5.5. The individual hypotheses against
one third of the expected value is shown in Figure 5.6. To have a valid hypothesis, the
hypotheses should all be above the linear expected value line. It is immediately clear that all
three hypotheses both individually and in aggregate are above the target value and trending
toward even greater value return in the future.
Figure 5.5: Expected value vs. Actual returned value for the Sol-Delight product over the
first six months of sales.
5.1.11 Third Iteration: The Sol-D+
The Pivot from the original Sol-D product proved to be a good decision with all three
hypotheses seeing much greater delivered value when compared to the original product. The
focus on creating greater impact and growth generated what appeared to be sustainable
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Figure 5.6: One third of Expected value vs. Actual returned value for each of the three
individual hypotheses over the first six months of sales for the Sol-Delight product.
growth for the Sol-D product line. However, the company still did not have a great profit
growth potential. The design team had an idea on how to resolve that issue. This case
study also showed how at times a Pivot/Persevere decision is not always linear. Having
identified two classes of customers the design team, after completion of the Sol-Delight,
turned its attention to the generation of a second Pivot from the original product. This
product focused on the more cash-rich customer. The data generated from the survey is
show below in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9: Multinomial Logit model survey for results for greater cash flow customers.
Attribute 1 Point 2 Points 3 Points Selected Attributes
Brightness (Lumens) 15 40 100 40
Run Time (Hours) 2 4 6 6
Price (USD) 30 15 5 30
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From Table 5.9, the design team again generates new specifications for design which can
be seen in Table 5.10.
Table 5.10: Sol-D+ Design Considerations and Delivered Values
Customer Desire Desired Value Sol-Delight Value
Run Time 6 Hours 6.4 Hours
Charging Time 1-12 Hours 8 Hours
Brightness 40 Lumens 40 Lumens
Mass 0-1000 Grams 160 Grams
Directionality 180 Degrees 180 Degrees
Engineering Attributes Range Target Value
LED Efficiency 0%-40% 20%
Watts/LED 0.01-5 Watts/Diode 0.5 Watts/Diode
Number of LEDs 0-10 Diodes 1 Diode
Average Solar Input 0-1000 mA/hour 200 mA/hour
LED Efficacy 0-100 lumens/Watt 80 lumens/Watt
Pivot 0-360 degrees 180 degrees
Battery Size 500-5000 mA/hour 1600 mA/hour
Battery Voltage 0.5-2 V 2 V
Drain 0-1000 mA/hour 250 mA/hour
This product was named the Sol-D+. The Sol-D+ was the more expensive product that
added a few features requested through the second customer class identified. This product
had a much larger battery, higher voltage, brighter LED, and ability to charge phones or
other products through a USB port. The Sol-D+ had a much higher profit margin than the
other products and was generated largely to meet the needs of the value hypothesis. The
relative cost to user, manufacturing costs, and net profit for each of the three Sol-D products
can be seen in Table 5.11.
5.1.12 Summary
The overall sales data for all three products over the first three years show that after
year two, the company was already profitable, and after year three profit was great enough
to pay off the initial investment made into the company. Below in Table 5.12 is a summary
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Table 5.11: Costs and profit margins for Sol-D products.
Cost to User Cost to Manufacture Net Profit
Sol-D $15.00 USD $10.00 USD $5.00 USD
Sol-Delight $8.00 USD $6.00 USD $2.00 USD
Sol-D+ $40.00 USD $30.00 USD $10.00 USD
of sales and profits for the Sol-D design team.
Table 5.12: Summary of first 3 years of Sol-D sales.
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total
Sol-D Units 9360 1200 0 10560
Sol-Delight Units 1600 30,850 49,000 81,450
Sol-D+ Units 0 12200 35,900 48,100
Revenue $153,200 USD $752,800 USD $1,828,000 USD $2,734,000 USD
Net Profit $50,000 $189,700 USD $457,000 USD $696,700 USD
Costs $280,000 USD $180,000 USD $180,000 USD $640,000 USD
Profit $(230,000) USD $9,700 USD $277,000 USD $56,700 USD
It can be seen that after only three years of products, the company was already a prof-
itable venture. This combined with continued strong growth and increasing positive impact
potential shows confirmation of the refined hypotheses. This fictional case study showed
an example of a successful pivot by the design team. A graph highlighting the continued
increase in sales is shown in Figure 5.7.
This fictional case study is a simple and idealized example to show how the LDW method
could be implemented. Also, to demonstrated the operation of the novel tools and methods
proposed in the LDW method.
5.2 Nokero
Nokero designs and manufactures solar-based light bulbs and chargers, and facilitates
local points-of-sale in the developing world. The name Nokero is a portmanteau of no
kerosene, a common fuel used in lanterns in the developing world. The technologies that
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Figure 5.7: Graph showing first three years of sales for Sol-D design team products.
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Nokero develops are effective at eliminating the need for harmful and polluting kerosene and
other fossil fuels in both the developing and developed world. The Nokero product lineup
has been designed for the large market of people without reliable access to electricity. This
market contains an estimated 4 billion people [12]. In many cases, people without access to
reliable electricity spend up to 30 % of their incomes on kerosene lamp fuel [83]. Eliminating
the need for kerosene by using solar lanterns eliminates the ongoing expense of kerosene.
The Nokero product lineup can produce acceptable ROI for the consumer in six months [83].
The research that lead to the development of the LDW method was directly inspired by the
work being done at Nokero.
The flagship product from Nokero is the N200 solar light bulb. This light bulb comes
with a replaceable, rechargeable AA-sized battery. The bulb’s relatively inexpensive price
and simplicity were not a product of luck; it took many years and iterations to achieve
commercial success. Nokero provides an instructive case study that demonstrates that even
with well-defined under-served markets, creating a product that provides value and growth
prospects is no easy task. Nokero has defined a market and the market’s needs with great
success. The company delivers impactful products to consumers who can most benefit while
proving to be a profitable and viable business.
• Value Hypothesis: The value hypothesis developed by Nokero was that a renewable
source of light for developing world markets that lack access to reliable electricity will
eliminate the need for lamp fuel. These markets are forced to use fossil fuel-based lamps
that can require the use of up to 30 % of wages in order to buy fuel. By providing a
light source that eliminates the need for fuel, Nokero believed it could create a product
that would be both profitable for the business and save the customer money while
providing a rapid ROI for the customer.
• Growth Hypothesis: The growth hypothesis was to utilize local point of sale channels
and word-of-mouth advertising for sales growth.
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• Impact Hypothesis: The impact hypothesis was that by eliminating the need to burn
kerosene fuels, the health and well-being of customers would be improved.
To test these original hypotheses, Nokero released the N100. From initial customer feed-
back, the Nokero team was able to identify where the original hypotheses were invalid. For
example, the N100 was designed with panels located on the sides of the bulb and contained
four separate panels that all faced in directions 90 degrees apart from one another, as shown
in Figure 5.8. This orientation of panels prevented the panels from absorbing the maximum
amount of energy available to the bulb due to the angle of the sun with respect to all four
panels. The assumption by the design team was that the user would be willing to sacrifice
a complete charge in order to eliminate the need to manually adjust the orientation of the
panel during the day. Nokero Pivoted from the N100 in order to enable a complete charge
and released N200, with a single solar panel located on the top of the bulb housing, as shown
in Figure 5.8. This single panel had greater efficiency and reduced the complexity of the
design in addition to allowing for a longer charge when the user took the time to readjust
the angle of the panel to maximize solar energy collection [50].
Despite the shortcomings of the N100, its rapid release was vital to enabling Nokero to
test its value hypotheses. While the N100 lacked many of the features that were present
on more successful iterations, it was vital in confirming some assumptions while dismissing
others that Nokero initially viewed as vital to commercial success. Nokero was able to create
a product that more accurately matched the market needs at a rapid pace due to the feedback
gained from the N100 [84]. Figure 5.9 shows how the Nokero development process looked
over time, using a LIF flowchart, when looking at the N100, N200, and N180.
Figure 5.10 shows comparative sales data between the N100 and N200. The sales data
in the figure were normalized to retain confidentiality. The figure compares the two sets of
data on a log base 5 scale to highlight trends present in the sales data. This figure shows
how both Pivoting and Persevering a product can directly impact sales. It is informative
to note that the y axis is log scale, so the difference in sales between the N100 and N200
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Figure 5.8: Comparison between N100 and N200 Solar panel locations.
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Figure 5.9: Application of the LIF framework to Nokero products. This LIF follows the
general development of the N100, N200, and N180 solar light bulbs.
is very large indeed. It can be seen that after the first month of release, the N200 rapidly
overtook the N100 in overall sales despite its higher price point. The decision to increase
the effectiveness of the bulb negated preconceived notions of what the market was willing to
pay and enabled Nokero to rapidly expand its business [85]. The cyclical spikes in data for
both the N100 and N200 are largely because the vast majority of customers Nokero serves
are subsistence farmers. These farmers often are only able to afford to purchase the solar
bulbs after they sell their crops.
Since the N200’s release, half a dozen LDW Persevere iterations have been completed to
further refine the N200. In addition, a number of Pivots into additional product lines have
been made with products such as the N180, N220, and an array of solar phone chargers such
as the P101 and P102.
Although Nokero did not follow the LDW completely, it does provide a great example
of how some of the core methods and ideas behind the LDW method are well-suited for a
developing world context. Major challenges that Nokero faces are unsolved issues in the gen-
eration of clear-cut decision gates on which to act. The LDW method through the adoption
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Figure 5.10: Graph showing the comparative sales of the N100 and N200 on a normalized
logarithmic scale.
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of systems engineering and DBD methods seeks to provide decision gates to companies such
as Nokero who have proven track records of successful, sustainable, innovative businesses
that serve the developing world.
Even though the LDW was not directly used by Nokero, many LDW principles can be
applied to the Nokero case. From specs sheets and basic reverse engineering the, Nokero N100
and N200 can be put through many of the same steps as the Sol-D fictional case study. The
N100 represented something analogous to an MVP. The second generation lamp, the N200,
was rapidly released to better serve the customers following input from the N100. Next, two
products that closely relate to the fictional Sol-D case, the N180 and N222 were developed.
The N180 is a recently released bulb by Nokero that is very similar to the fictional case
bulb Sol-Delight. The N222 is a larger bulb that is able to charge cell phones and provide a
much brighter, longer lasting light at a much greater price point. This bulb is similar to the
Sol-D+ in the fictional case study. The technical specifications for each bulb are shown in
Table 5.13.
Table 5.13: Specification sheet for Nokero N100, N200, N180, and N222.
Specifications N100 N200 (Hi - Low) N180 N222 (Hi - Low)
Brightness 7 Lumens 13 - 5 Lumens 5 Lumens 50 -25 Lumens
Daily Operation 2 Hours 2.5 - 6 Hours 4 Hours 6 - 15 Hours
Number of LEDs 5 Diodes 4 Diodes 1 Diode 1 Diode
LED Draw 325 mAh 150 - 50 mAh 100 mAh 250-90 mAh
Battery Capacity 800 mAh 800 mAh 400 mAh 1400 mAh
Voltage 1.2 V 1.2 V 1.2 V 5 V
Nokero has seen real world success with their products. Having gone through numerous
Pivots and Perseverances, Nokero has become a major player in developing world technolo-
gies. Striking a balance between value, growth, and impact, Nokero has done what few
companies have: create an economically viable product for the developing world that can
be sold at unsubsidized prices to customers. While doing this, Nokero has also been very
focused on making positive impacts on the people of the developing world, such as donating
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many bulbs to relief efforts. Nokero has also worked to gain carbon credit accreditation for
its bulbs, and to show the impact their bulbs can have on the health and well-being of its
customers through removal of kerosene fumes and fire hazards from hundreds of thousands
of homes.
5.3 Conclusion
One fictional and one real life case study illustrate the potential benefits of implementing
the LDW method. The cases show that it is possible to view developing world customers as
just that, customers, not victims. By using market-based methods, existing methods can be
more readily adopted in the developing world context. By working to obtain heterogeneous
customer needs, more accurate market data can be generated to allow for refinement of
general hypotheses for product design. While these cases show the merits of the novel LDW
method, there is still a need for further investigation of more varied products and businesses.
In Chapters 6 and 7, the need for more case studies, expansion of relevant businesses, and




The LDW method is designed to provide additional design tools for the developing world.
A key difference between the LDW method and HCD and other developing world methods
is the initial project definition stage. In HCD, the design team is tasked to generate a design
challenge and tasked with creating a product that can solve a challenge present in the target
market. In contrast, the LDW method generates value, growth, and impact hypotheses
that focus on value creation for both the end user and the business producing the product,
market growth of the product for long-term commercial viability, and positive impact on the
customers. Because of this focus on value, growth, and impact, the design team is able to
utilize market data to a greater extent, as the product does not rely on outside resources to
be financially viable. Many of the case studies in research that champion product success in
the developing world have not come from commercial business interests but instead originate
with nonprofit or charitable organizations [15]. Businesses have the potential to earn profits
while making a positive impact towards the goal of ending poverty, but thinking must change
in how resource-poor customers are viewed.
Paul Polak states in ‘Out of Poverty’ that there are six basic principles required to create
economically sustainable, profitable, and positive impacting products including [15]:
1. Products need to serve customers who live on less than 1 USD per day.
2. Products should be designed to be affordable to the customers who live on less than 1
USD per day at unsubsidized fair market prices.
3. Products should be income-generating and capable of at least paying for themselves
within the first year.
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4. The business model for the design team must be capable of reaching bottom-line prof-
itability rapidly enough to satisfy investors who fund the business.
5. Positive impacts on poverty must be measurable.
6. Growth and scaling capacity must be an essential component of the method.
The LDW method has been shown to address each of these principles through the case
study presented and through its unique combination of different research disciplines. Nokero
has achieved success in the areas that Polak views as vital to serve: those making less than
1 USD per day [15]. To that point, Nokero recently released the N180 bulb, a Pivot from
the N200, to better serve this particular market. The lower cost N180 bulb was created to
address feedback received from the data gathered by Nokero since the N100 was released
[85].
The LDW is a method that provides a way to create products that meet all six of the
principles defined by Polak. Principle 1 is addressed through the value hypothesis compo-
nent of the LDW method. During the Product Concept and Deployment stage, methods
for identifying customer expenditures are analyzed for potential areas to create value for the
even the most resource-poor populations. Principle 2 is also addressed in the same manner as
principle 1; the Product Concept stage identifies value-adding products for those living under
1 USD per day. Principle 3 is addressed in the value hypothesis of the LDW method. The
value hypothesis is used to create products that can provide at minimum a 100 percent ROI
within the first year and 300 percent before product end of life. When this metric for value
is not met, a new value hypothesis is required and a Pivot is necessary. Principle 4 focusing
on the creation of a profitable business model is addressed through the Product Concept and
Deployment step of the LDW method. By focusing on the generation of value for both the
business in the form of profit and value for the customer in the form of ROI, LDW method
includes iterations toward maximizing the profit-generating potential of a product which will
lead to a product that can generate value for investors and shareholders. Principle 5 is ad-
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dressed through the LDW impact hypothesis and the constant monitoring and improvement
of the impact that products have on the end user and surrounding community. Principle 6
is addressed through the inclusion and constant testing and refinement of the LDW growth
hypothesis.
6.1 Contributions
The LDW method makes several contributions to the literature. First and foremost,
the LDW method provides a novel method for a market-based design method for use in the
developing world. Market-based methods are difficult to deploy in a developing world context
largely due to a lack of economic variations of development such as community development.
The lack of development creates a unique market that is difficult if not impossible to address
with product-level focused design practices of optimization and Design for X (DFX) methods.
A systems-level approach rooted in market forces allows for the application of advanced
tools from systems engineering, decision based design, and the lean startup method. The
advantages of the novel LDW are outlined below.
• Reduction in initial design investment in the form of time and money by the
design team to bring a product to market. This reduction in upfront investment not
only saves the design team money but also reduces the risk of preconceived notions and
bias from the design team entering into a design. Through the application of a rapid
iterative process, the design team in essence leverages market forces and customer needs
data to develop heterogeneous customer needs at a quantitative level. This quantitative
customer needs data not only creates opportunities for greater market share growth
but also products that can better serve larger markets other than individual specialized
use cases.
• Creation of a method that can begin to quantify impact data for design teams
working in developing world contexts. This quantification of impact data allows for
advanced methods from systems engineering and DBD to optimize not only profit and
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revenue growth, but also impact to the end users in the developing world. While the
LDW method uses a single criterion of the monetary value domain value delivery, there
is great opportunity for future research in the application of utility theory to further
automate design decision making by a design team that can deliver maximum positive
impact to customers.
• The use of a market-based method can use market feedback to validate and
seek growth. Growth in product use in a market-based context is indicative of a good
product that is demanded by customers. Growth and its measure when combined with
attentive analysis of impact on end users allows for quantitative data to work towards
strong sustainability in a community.
• The LDW method provides a method from which often difficult to obtain
quantitative data from developing world contexts can be obtained. This
quantitative data is represented as sales data.
• The LDW method provides a method from which products that can gen-
erate profits can be designed and sold to customers without the need for
subsidy. The LDW uses lean methods to create products at minimal cost to maximize
delivered value.
• The LDW method creates an engineering-based method to apply lean startup
methods in the developing world context. Many NGOs view themselves as star-
tups and are the perfect size for the application of the lean startup methods. However,
the tools developed by lean startup were designed for use in software companies in the
developed world. Tools from engineering are required to first assimilate software devel-
opment techniques in the physical product realm. Second, the tools from both the lean
startup and engineering product design needed to be integrated with tools and methods
present in the developing world. The LDW method addresses all these requirements
to apply these concepts to the physical product design realm in the developing world.
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• The LDW method makes the case to use engineering design as a tool to
combine economic methods and social concerns together to create sustainable,
economically viable, and net positive impact products. The LDW method plays a small
role in this development of engineering design yet helps to push engineering design
more towards the realms of social and environmental concerns while bringing with it
advanced technological knowledge.
While the LDW method addresses concerns in the developing world with regards to
consumer product design, it also provides a method from which better design tools can be
created. The systems level perspective that the LDW method provides lays the groundwork
for using lean iterative methods in the developing world. There is still work to be done
to refine the method. In many ways the LDW method is much like the MVP method,





The LDW method requires refinement and validation through further investigation of
key areas. These areas are highlighted as topics that will require both investigation and
validation. The first of these areas in need of further investigation is the need for additional
case studies.
7.1 Additional Case Studies
While Nokero provides a representative case study of success through the use of select
LDW techniques, further case studies and collaborations with industry and/or NGO partners
will help to refine the LDW method to aid others in achieving similar success. Much like
LDW itself, this research is the MVP of a larger process that will iterate the initial hypotheses
made in the early phases of the research. Nokero is the only company at this time that has
generously provided the detailed and expansive data necessary to help affirm the validity of
the LDW methods. Additional work through the application of real world case studies will
generally help to validate, verify, and improve the LDW method. Nokero did not apply the
full method as proposed.
7.2 Engineering Education and the LDW
Using the LDW method in an educational setting would provide benefits to educators,
students, and test the resilience of the method. A few of the potential benefits provided by
using the LDW method in a classroom setting are outlined below. The LDW method in a
classroom setting has the potential to provide a win-win for both the method and educators
working towards teaching design for the developing world or service learning courses.
First, a classroom setting often predicates the need for a method that can be implemented
rapidly. The LDW method stresses the need for rapid development and emphasis on learning
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by iteration. Whereas engineering product design can often require many months or years
to complete, an iterative loop of the LDW method can take only a few months to complete
allowing it to potentially be practiced in one semester classroom settings.
Second, the LDW is a method that pulls together numerous areas of design. This allows
for the application and understanding of many different areas of product design such as
systems engineering and Decision Based Design. While a complete understanding of all the
aforementioned areas is not required, exposure to these areas can help spur greater interest
in advanced methods of design. Additionally, this integration of methods provides a rapid
practical application of tools over a textbook-driven overview of abstract methods.
Third, the LDW method begins to show how engineering and methods for advanced
technology implementation such as the lean startup method can be applied to social and
development challenges. This aids in granting students a greater understanding of how
engineering decisions and design can affect not only end users but also their surrounding
community.
Last, the LDW method presents three hypotheses that, in simple terms, represent the
three big picture areas that are required from any organization developing products. These
big picture items are shown in Figure 7.1. The Venn diagram in Figure 7.1 shows the
interactions between engineering product design, the Lean Startup method, and design for
the developing world.
Apart from being a novel method to serve as a learning platform for practical product de-
sign in the developing world, the LDW can begin to incorporate startup and entrepreneurial
ideas into a design curriculum. In design, it is not sufficient to simply have a design that can
deliver value and create a net positive impact. A practical plan for how to scale a business
rapidly to grow sales is vital in capturing the full value potential from a new design. Technol-
ogy is advancing at an ever-increasing rate which heightens the pressure to deliver products
demanded by technological advancement and market demand at a rapid pace. Once a tech-
nological advance has been designed into real life products, it is then important to deliver
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Figure 7.1: Venn Diagram showing the three hypotheses and how they interact with educa-
tional disciplines.
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maximum value to investors by rapidly scaling into ever greater market share. The LDW
provides a platform with engineering, management, and environmental goals built directly
into the method. Such integration is often difficult to grasp by students as it often requires
a deeper understanding of systems engineering, a complex topic in its own right.
Last, the LDW has as much to gain from students as they gain from the LDW. As with
any design method, the LDW method will require real world implementation to quantify
all of its impacts and highlight its weaknesses. Through rapid testing and application in
learning environments, the LDW method will begin to validate its strengths and identify its
weaknesses in an educated and controlled environment.
7.3 Metric Definition
The generation of actionable metrics is desired by companies already present in design for
the developing world movement [50]. The LDW method presents a method from which action
can be decided based upon a single criterion in the form of monetary value. Additionally,
seven gates are provided that expand upon those presented by Paul Polak for developing
world products. The combination of these seven metrics and the application of Decision
Based Design allows for at least a few general metrics for a design team to act upon. However,
compared to most design methods in the developed world these metrics are largely under-
defined and more work will be needed to help in the generation of both the seven criterion
and in tools to enable product-specific metrics to be developed that can help to assure that
a requirement to Pivot is recognized as early as possible to avoid resources being wasted in
an non-optimal Perseverance.
7.4 Impact Hypothesis
As a novel criterion unique to the LDW method, the impact hypothesis will require further
testing and confirmation. While the adaptation of well-established and effective methods and
frameworks such as ESCD have proven useful in combination with other methods, it is still
not clear how these methods will fair in the rapid iteration process proposed by the LDW
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method. One of the most important ways to improve the impact hypothesis is continued
effort to define quantitative social metrics for impact. The Global Impact Investing Ratings
System (GIIRS) [86] and the Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) [87] initiative are
two examples of efforts to quantify impact. However, their is not one agreeable system that
allows for actionable, quantitative data that can be utilized effectively by a design team.
The LDW method attempts to put forth a method in the impact hypothesis to address this.
Better defined metrics for decision-making could greatly enhance the ability for a design
team to maximize potential net positive impact.
7.5 Hypotheses Interaction
While each hypothesis has a definite goal and motivation, the intricate way in which
they will interact during rapid iteration is not yet realized. Understanding further how
the decision made by a design team could potentially affect hypotheses will be very much
product-dependent. However, developing a framework from which to understand and es-
timate potential trade offs in hypothesis redefinition is a topic that will require additional
work.
7.6 Utility Theory
Expanding the single criterion of target value for the decision-making process in the LDW
method could greatly enhance the decision-making step of the method. As mentioned in the
background, a fundamental part of DBD is the application of decision theory. In doing
so, some of the fundamental issues with approaches for decision making such as the QFD
method can be avoided.
QFD was originally developed in order to translate between the engineering and mar-
keting domains by using a simplified, consensus-driven qualitative analyses. In other words,
QFD was developed to link product planning to the voice of the customer. In a QFD ap-
proach, importance rankings assume that all customer preferences are the same and therefore
can be represented by a utility of the group. However, as evidenced by Arrow’s Impossibility
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theorem, utility exists only at an individual level. This means each and every customer has
specific preferences and therefore demand for a given product can be determined only by
aggregating individual product choices. What this means is that conventional QFD analy-
sis can only offer a deterministic approach to importance ranking and target performance
measures. Additionally, QFD lacks the mathematical framework necessary to incorporate
uncertainty into the decision-making process.
If a utility theory approach is able to be applied to LDW in the future, a product
attribute function deployment (PAFD) could be deployed that would allow the deployment
of the principles of QFD while overcoming the above mentioned limitations in the method
[2]. When the product development process is seen as a decision-making process that looks
at alternative generation and subsequently alternative selection, rigorous design decisions
can be made. To address some of the limitations with existing multi-criteria design selection
methods, DBD uses a single criterion enterprise-driven approach that can unambiguously
select a preferred alternative.
To enable the use of such a rigorous decision-making method, market mechanisms that
can determine product success or failure is required. The LDW method shifts current meth-
ods used in the developing world away from user-centered in order to enable the application
of DBD to a greater extent in the future.
7.7 Expansion of Relevant Applications
The LDW method was developed for use with consumer-level products in the developing
world. Many of the methods and techniques adopted from the lean startup method have
not been used in larger corporations. These methods were developed for startup companies,
mainly in the field of programming, and thus if directly adopted without great attention
to detail are of little use in a different context. Three potential areas for expansion of the
method are:
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• Mature Companies: Creating additional tools that would allow mature companies
to effectively implement the LDW method would allow for greater investment flows
into the developing world. The LDW method would require expansion for when a
certain product reaches maturity and growth is no longer one of the top goals of the
design team.
• Beyond Consumer Level Products: The LDW method could see expanded ap-
plications in a greater range of product classes outside of individual consumer-level
products. To enable the LDW method to sell business to business, additional consid-
erations would have to be incorporated into the method such as enhanced measures of
community impact beyond just those that can be measured at a per unit basis.
• Outside Developing World Contexts: Implementing a method similar to the LDW
method in the developed world could help create products that create net positive im-
pact for communities in the developed world. Poverty is found in areas all around the
world, including in some of the richest countries on the planet. Implementing a modi-
fied LDW method for developed world contexts could provide two high level benefits.
First, implementing lean startup methods on hardware products could potentially en-
hance the probability for success among hardware product startups. Second, poverty
alleviation efforts in the United States and other developed nations could potentially





The LDW provides a novel method for a market-based design method for use in the
developing world. Market-based methods are difficult to deploy in a developing world context
largely due to a lack of not just economic but other variations of development such as
community development. This lack of development creates a unique market that is difficult
if not impossible to address with product-level focused design practices of optimization and
Design for X methods. A systems-level approach rooted in market forces allows for the
application of advanced tools from systems engineering, DBD, and the lean startup method.
The overall contributions from the LDW method are outlined below.
• Reduction in initial design investment in the form of time and money by the design
team to bring a product to market.
• Creation of a method that can begin to quantify impact data for design teams working
in developing world contexts.
• The use of a market-based method can help use market feedback to validate and seek
growth.
• The LDW method provides a method from which often difficult-to-obtain quantitative
data from developing world contexts can be obtained.
• The LDW method provides a method from which products, that can generate profits
for the customer, can be designed and sold to customers without the need for subsidy.
• The LDW method creates an engineering-based method to apply lean startup methods
in the developing world context.
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• The LDW method makes the case to use engineering design as a tool to take economic
methods and social concerns together to create sustainable, economically viable, and
net positive impact products.
In creating a novel method for product design for the developing world, much was learned
about the current status in a wide variety of fields. Many of the problems found in certain
areas of research could readily be found with the careful and attentive adaptation of methods
and tools found in other areas. In any design task, the perspective of the design team plays a
pivotal role in the availability and effectiveness of design tools. In the case of product design
in the developing world, there are key perspectives needed in order to implement the LDW
method. These perspectives are listed in order as they depend on one another to enable
their use:
1. A market-based approach.
2. An interdisciplinary, top-down, systems engineering-influenced approach that combines
business and technical needs when designing a product.
3. An iterative startup mentality that emphasizes top line revenue growth and market
and customer learning over short term profits.
4. A method that makes decisions based on quantitative heterogeneous customer needs
data.
5. A method that creates products that are economically viable, have strong market
growth potential, and have a net positive impact on the customers and their commu-
nities.
Engineering design is a unique field that in many ways acts as a Rosetta stone for industry.
Engineering design and its numerous methods are tools that can help to create tools that
can transform abstract and qualitative information into actionable metrics. This ability
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is exactly what is required in order to tackle some of the most complicated challenges in
the developing world. The problems in the developing world have been and continue to be
researched and defined, and many organizations have the desire and resources to attempt to
spend whatever it takes to solve these problems. Engineering design holds the tools that can
one day enable educated, metric-driven, and audit-able action to help solve these challenges.
While the LDW method seeks to tackle only a small portion of the current challenges, its
attempt to bring together three vastly different fields of research serves as a building block
for further work in adopting engineering know how into increasingly complex situations.
This research provides a novel method for product design in the developing world. The
LDW method provides a market-based method that adopts techniques from design for devel-
oping world, lean startup, and engineer product design methods. Through the value, growth,
and impact hypotheses, the LDW method seeks to provide products that are economically
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